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For me, a page of good prose is where one hears the 
rain and the noise of battle. It has the power to give grief 

or universality that lends it a youthful beauty.  

John Cheever 
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GRAND PRIZE WINNER - Hannah K. Ward 
Kim McMahan - Sevier County High School 

The Dehumanization of the AP Student 

 An Advanced Placement Student is not a person; she is a machine. She wakes up, 

finishes an assignment, eats breakfast, dresses in her hastily chosen outfit, goes to school, attends 

AP class after AP class, comes home, and slaves away over hours and hours of homework only 

to repeat the process the next day. She barely has time to sleep, she barely has time to eat, she 

barely has time to play games with her little brother, to walk her dog, to tell her mom about her 

day, to tease her big sister, or to binge the Netflix show her friends insist she just must watch. 

She must work and work and toil and toil to keep her grades up, to impress her teachers, to score 

well on the impending AP Test, and, most importantly, to make her mother proud. 

 An AP Student is not a daughter; she is a slave -- a slave to herself. Her teachers say she 

can’t complain; she knew into what she was getting herself: she knew that a singular AP class 

was going to be a lot of work, so she must have known that multiple AP classes were going to be 

much more work. Her peers say she can’t cry: she signed up for her classes, so she did this to 

herself. But no amount of “knowing” or “choosing” could have prepared her for the workload, 

for the stress, for the complete annihilation of her mental health. She studies until her 

nearsightedness grows nearer; she stress-eats until she can’t stand herself; she worries until her 

heart flurries and palpitates and she thinks she might just kill herself. She won’t actually do it, 

she knows, but sometimes she wonders what it would be like if she could be free of herself for 

just a short while. 

 An AP Student is not a girl; she is a brain. She is the kind of individual to whom her 

mom alleges, “Boys are just intimidated by you.” She watches the banal romantic comedies in 

which the leading female protagonist’s primary problem is that her surrounding male characters 
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admire her only for her physical appearance rather than her (usually debatable) intelligence until 

she eventually meets a young man, her love interest, who is blind to her beauty. Those movies 

only make her bitter because her situation is the polar opposite. Would it be so dreadful to be 

told you’re beautiful? Would it be so wretched to be complimented by someone who is not 

related to you? Surely, it would be marvelous to go on a date and not “just as friends.” Surely, it 

would be glorious to have a partner dedicated to you, to whom you can confess all your issues 

and whom you know will hold you while you cry. Alas, the only thing boys ask an AP Student 

is: “Did you get number forty-three on the homework last night?” She watches the students 

around her in their relationships, and she wonders what it is about her that is so appalling. 

 An AP Student is not a child; she is a worker. When she’s not completing two hours of 

calculus homework, a vocabulary unit, a lab report, a rhetorical devices packet, and an essay, she 

works a retail job. Her teachers assign excessive homework over weekends and breaks, claiming 

in a specific instance, “You’ll have more time since it’s over Christmas break.” But do they stop 

to think that she works forty hours the week of Christmas? Do they stop to realize how tired she 

is? Of course, she could quit her job to focus solely on academics, but she is being raised by a 

single mother. She has to pay for an upcoming field trip through the marching band. She has 

canned food items to buy for the drives hosted by her innumerable extracurricular organizations. 

She has to cover bills that her mother can’t afford at the moment. She has to pay to live. 

 An AP Student is not a fighter; she is a crier. She cries when she gets angry or frustrated, 

which is a horribly frequent occurrence. She jokes with her little brother that she has one mental 

breakdown a week; if that happens on Monday or Tuesday, she has to hold herself together until 

next week; if it is Thursday and she has experienced no such thing, Friday is destined to be 

nightmarish. Her teachers and mentors have seen her cry multiple times; she judges the difficulty 
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of a topic based on whether or not she cried during the lesson. She cries to her mother several 

times a month, wailing, “I’m so tired! And it’s time to go to bed but I haven’t finished my 

calculus and I haven’t read my chapters out of The Scarlet Letter!” Her mother begs her, “Please 

tell me next year isn’t going to be like this. I never see you, and, when I do, you’re absolutely 

awful.” Her mother is right. She works until she is awful, then Awful AP Student is all that is left 

for her family. 

 An AP Student is not a learner; she is a critic. She critiques herself until she hates herself. 

She’s not smart enough. She’s not good enough. She’s not pretty enough. She can’t write well 

enough. She can’t work fast enough. She is not enough. Nothing her family, friends, or teachers 

can tell her will convince her otherwise. Of course, she thinks their words will change her 

opinion: If her English teacher said, “Wow, you make some brilliant points in this essay!” she 

might believe it. If her Calculus teacher wrote on the top of her test, “AMAZING! :)” she might 

believe it. If her band director exclaimed, “You played that with such skill and movement! It was 

really beautiful!” she might believe it. But even that’s not enough to satisfy her. The points in her 

essay might be brilliant to her teacher, but she knows they are malformed and sloppy. Her test 

score might be AMAZING! :), but she made a stupid, stupid mistake on a problem that she 

actually knew how to do. Her playing may be skillful and fluid to her director, but she didn’t 

exaggerate the dynamics or style the notes like she had practiced. She believes she can’t be 

enough for all the people around her who count on her, but, really, she cannot be enough for 

herself. 

 An AP Student is not a structure; she is a disaster. She fears her own failure so much that 

she cannot try. She does not volunteer unless she thinks she can do the best; she does not speak 

up unless she thinks her classmates will not judge her. She nearly got sick on her walk to the 
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guidance office to see her ACT score because she was so nervous; if she did not score over a 30 

(even though the average is a 21), what would people think? They would think she’s dumb, 

that’s what they would think. She can’t have people think she’s dumb; the only she has going for 

her is that she’s smart. She’s not pretty, she’s not social, she’s not athletic. She’s only moderately 

intelligent. Intelligent and tired. She can’t sleep enough because she has to compose an 

introductory paragraph, practice her instrument, read the section on the light-dependent reactions 

of photosynthesis, and complete twenty-seven problems on integration by impartial fractions. 

She used to sleep with the television on because she struggled to get to sleep; now she leaves it 

off because she collapses from pure exhaustion every night. 

 An AP Student is not a human; she is a mass of mess. Truly, she doesn’t know what she 

is. She only knows what she has sacrificed: her relationship with her mother (her lone parent, 

who needs her more now than ever, who used to be her best friend before her calculator took her 

place), her friendship with her brother and sister (her co-conspirators, with whom she used to go 

see movies until homework occupied all of her time), her physical health (she’s always tired, her 

vision is worsening from staring at computer screens and textbooks, her back always hurts from 

leaning over the table to work, she has no time to exercise because she’s always doing 

homework), and her mental health (she’s always anxious, she’s always depressed, she’s always 

stressed). She has taken the AP classes to be able to get into top colleges and earn scholarships; 

if she does well, they will see she is smart. Or, that’s what she tells herself. Really, she has taken 

the AP classes to prove herself. Her dad left her; she needs to prove that he made a mistake that 

he’s missing out. Her mother fears that she, as a parent, cannot do it all by herself; an AP Student 

needs to prove that she can; if an AP student succeeds without her dad, she shows that neither 

she nor her mom need him. 
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 An AP Student is not a decision-maker; she is a decision-doubter. Whether consciously 

or subconsciously, she knows why she has put herself through all of this. But was it worth it? 
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PROSE WINNER - Brandon Meadows 
Kasey Ferguson - Hancock County High School  

Frostfall 

 The lands of Frostfall could be described in a few simple words: freezing, snowing, and 

sharp winds that would turn any man's blood cold in a second, especially for newcomers to the 

lands who generally wouldn’t come prepared for the harsh cold that followed entry to the lost 

and forgotten kingdom. However, that was not the case for Tarquin, an adventurer; at least that's 

how he thought of himself and how anyone would describe him upon sight. Dressed up in a 

leather garb fitted with the fur of animals that he would hunt while traveling throughout these 

harsh lands, as well as being cunning, agile, and extremely secretive, it was hard to align him 

with another career one would choose, especially one that bore any sense of professionality. 

Even so, it was hard to envision anyone of any nature daring to step foot into Frostfall. To many, 

there was no reason; to others, it was seen as a cursed land. Anyone daring to enter would 

seemingly disappear; though it could simply be blamed on exposure or wildlife, the knowledge 

of a long lost kingdom haunts scholars and anyone who would listen to the tales. However, this 

lost knowledge, this fear Frostfall brings, is exactly what drew Tarquin to it. 

A lost crown, jagged and embedded with jewels. Known as the crown of the lost king, a 

king lost to time as with the downfall of his kingdom. That would be enough to convince the 

normal adventurer to set out in search for whatever crypt or ruin that barred the quarry. For 

Tarquin, this wasn’t the case. His story of searching for this artifact started months ago. 

Following dead leads and wild goose chases until he finally made a breakthrough, unearthing the 

location of a crypt. Within this crypt laid the crown, at least, so he thought. Following what 

could easily be marked off as another dead end, or a made-up lie, he reached the town of 

Summer’s Edge. Located in a small plain just before a mountainous range, upon which passing, 
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would leave the warmth and safety behind in return for the cold and barren lands of Frostfall. 

Summer’s Edge was a beacon in the dark for any weary traveler, a place to rest one's head, 

gather supplies, and, most importantly, protection from the elements. Shops and inns prospered, 

gathering many faces from travelers, explores, and in Tarquin’s case, adventurers. Upon entering 

the city in the early morning, Tarquin let out a sigh of apprehension, he knew what was going to 

happen, just thinking about entering Frostfall sent a chill down his spine, one that he would only 

shake off. He cleared his mind of the thoughts before continuing his journey into Summer’s 

Edge.  

Walking down a cobble path, Tarquin had time to reflect back upon why he chose to 

embark on this journey. He had always felt a sense of being under someone, a sense that he was 

looked down upon because of the path he’s chosen in his life. The mere thought of it left a bad 

taste in his mouth, one that he never got used to. Adventures were seen by others as nothing 

more than glorified thieves, that instead of breaking into homes, robbing, and stealing, was 

nothing different than entering old crypts, temples, or ruins and picking the contents inside clean. 

In a sense, it, of course, bared a sense of resemblance, but to Tarquin it was more. A glance into 

the past, artifacts and relics that could reveal the downfall of entire nations long ago. It wasn’t to 

sell, even though what he found could catch a fair price from the right person, but more of the 

thought to learn, the discovery, the adventure. For every story told, he could find the legend 

behind it. For every book of a scholar, he could find just one thing that could make or break what 

was seen as the truth. But, of course, he had to like it; it was what brought him out here in the 

first place. The crown, a key into the past. Unearthing this crypt and the crown held inside could 

finally shed light onto the mysteries of Frostfall. Just the thought brought a smile to his face. 
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The end of the cobble path jolted Tarquin from his thoughts; ahead of him was an inn 

located in the outskirts of Summers Edge. A rather distinct looking building compared to the rest 

of the town, made to stand out, especially to the weary traveler. A large wooden building topped 

with a thatched roof alongside a stone chimney, smoke rushing out of the top. Hanging above a 

set of stairs leading up to a small porch was a sign that read ‘The Great Bear Inn.’ 

Climbing up the stairs, Tarquin headed inside, entering the main hall and quickly being 

welcomed by the warmth and comfort the inn provided. A large roaring fire burned inside a 

fireplace, filling the air with the scent of burning oak and birch and the crackling of wood. 

Tables dotted the room with many travelers alike enjoying each other’s company, sitting and 

chatting side by side. At the end of the hall sat a counter decorated with various tidbits, behind 

which an average sized, middle-aged man-- the Innkeeper. He stood dressed in a dark blue shirt 

and a black vest trimmed with a light yellow outline, rather fancy clothing compared to the 

apparel of the patrons in the inn. Taking all of this in, Tarquin walked to the counter.   

Approaching the counter, his gaze fell upon that of the innkeeper, who, in turn, greeted 

him. Speaking in a kind and friendly manner, a tone that was rather surprising to Tarquin.  

“Ah, welcome to The Great Bear Inn, Traveler,” the innkeeper said, “what can I get for 

you?” 

“A drink and an inquiry.” Tarquin said as the Innkeeper raised an eyebrow, “What do you 

know about Frostfall?”  

“About as much as anyone else,” the innkeeper responded as he grabbed a mug and set it 

onto the counter before promptly filling it, “cold, barren- the name says it all. Why?” 

“Have you heard of the Lost King’s Crown?” Tarquin asked as the mug was passed over 

to him. 
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“Aye, that’s something I haven’t heard in a while,” the Innkeeper said. “But there’s 

plenty of stories with it, lost souls and rumors and all that.”  

“Mind sharing?”  

“Mind listening?”  

“Of course.”  

“Well,” the Innkeeper started “about two months back, a young man walked into the inn, 

sat exactly where you're at. Didn't say much, that is, until his group arrived. Three of them, all 

young, ambitious, they could've done better. Asked them about what they were doing here.”  

“And what did they say?” Tarquin interrupted  

“Same as you; Frostfall and that crown. Said the crown was lost to time. The king, and 

roughly his entire kingdom, barred the same fate. Said they were going to find it and get rich, a 

bit too optimistic about it if you ask me,” The Innkeeper continued. “They rented a room, and I 

wished them luck when they parted. Thought I wouldn't hear about them again when a woman 

barged in roughly a week later.”  

“And what did she say?”  

“Said she was part of the group before. Went on and on about how bad weather separated 

them. Said she found the crypt after a day of wandering around in the snow after the storm died 

down, waited for her group to come back. Never did.” 

 “What happened to them?” 

 The Innkeeper gave his answer in a shrug, “Don’t know, lost to the elements I assume. 

When she asked if they had come back here, I told her no. She left after that, devastated that 

one.”  

“Well, can’t say that was a happy ending.” Tarquin commented  
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“Can’t say that about any of them,” the Innkeeper said, “seems like bad luck lingers in 

that wasteland.”  

“So, it would seem,” Tarquin said as he finished up his drink before reaching down to his 

waist belt and opening up a satchel strung to his belt. Opening it, he pulled out five coins and set 

them on the table, “Here.” he said as he stood up from the stool. 

The Innkeeper took the coins in his hand before looking at Tarquin, who already had his 

back turned, walking off. “Wait!” the Innkeeper called out to him, prompting Tarquin to turn 

around “You’re not planning to venture out there, are you?” 

“Crossed my mind.” Tarquin responded. 

The Innkeeper looked at him, letting off a low, disgruntled sigh, “Well, I’ll tell you what 

I told them; good luck. Don’t do anything stupid, you hear? Rather not have to think about 

another soul getting lost out there.” 

“Don’t worry, I can hold my own,” Tarquin said as he turned back to the innkeeper, 

continuing his walk.  

“Famous last words, huh?” 

“We’ll see.”  Tarquin said, walking past the tables and to the door.  

Leaving the inn left a bad feeling in his gut. He knew that this wasn't going to be easy 

and hearing the story only made the thoughts of something wrong worse. He tried to just push 

the thoughts to the back of his head, letting the thoughts of his experience and good fortune take 

its place. Walking back down the cobbled streets of Summer’s Edge, he glanced over at the ridge 

that separates Frostfall from the rest of the continent. Letting out the same apprehensive sigh as 

he did when he first entered Summer’s Edge, he decided it was time to go. Remembering the last 
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words of the Innkeeper, he quickened his pace down the path and soon left, praying for good 

fortune as he made his way through the ridge 

That was five days ago, five days of his thoughts gone by in a flash. Five days later, 

Tarquin now found himself sitting outside the entrance to the weathered crypt, the sun shining 

down on a dying fire. Large stone obelisks, and decorated pillars serving as memorials to the 

skeletons buried within. A small wind blew, bringing a chill down his spine. He knew now the 

time had come for him to venture down into the depths of the crypt. Now standing, he reached 

for a small torch; nothing more than a stick with a small cloth that was drenched in oil. Bending 

down to the fire, he lit the torch and turned to face the entrance of the crypt. “Famous last words, 

huh?” he muttered out as he slowly stepped forwards to the crypt, the light of his torch 

illuminating his fading silhouette until it slowly disappeared.  
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HONORABLE MENTION PROSE - Gabby Naillon 
Melinda Derrick - Sevier County High School 

The Still but Not Silent 

Yellow, red, and silver sparks sear across the dark sky, decorating the night as smoke 

blots out the dismal stars embroidered on the velvet. It's early morning now, but it's silent. No 

birds sing in the trees, no deer nibble on the soft grass, and no animals begin to stir. It's as if 

nature has disappeared, but it hasn't. It's ignoring this. All of this. Because it didn't make it. We 

did, and it's left us to pay for it.  

The earth quivers with a mighty roar as dirt sprays into the air. It mists over my clothes, 

adding to the layers of grime coating me. It's always there. Somehow it finds new places to 

invade: in my hair, up my nose, on my skin, under my skin....  

Like those words. Those haunting and horrid words from lips with vermilion foaming 

over them. Ruby that ebbed from his chest. Crimson paid for everything and nothing. “We're all 

the same,” he coughed clearing the blood from his lungs, drowning him. “We're not different. 

We're all fighting for the same stupid reasons,” he grins with that same smile I've witnessed a 

thousand times over, but I never thought there would be a last time. “We all want to live. We all 

want more than this world offers. We all die,” he coughed, blood dribbling down his pale lips.  

“What do you mean?” I asked, my hands pressing against the endless, winning tide of 

claret pouring forth from him. He chuckled his head lolling back against the mush.  

“We're all killing each other for nothing,” he cackled rust frothing down his mouth. “We 

all were going to die anyways, but we chose this,” he snorted, burgundy spurting from his nose. 

“Do you understand what I'm saying? None of this matters. It's what we-” The rest of the words 

fade into the silence. Those words. Reatus died and before I could drag him back to field. The 
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muck sucked him under. All I could do was grab his tags and stuff them in my pocket as my 

friend disappeared into the muck- another nameless, forgotten, still, but not silent body.  

The earth trembles again, closer this time. Dirt and large chunks of soil sling into the air 

and rain down on me. My hands clutch to my chest to keep my heart from pounding through my 

ribs. It throbs like my whole body. My legs are leaden from ducking down, my lungs are heavy 

from the dirt and being held for too long, and my mind is tired of this senselessness: the 

shrieking sky, the wailing ground, and the whistling air. It's maddening. But we're still here. 

We're still fighting. We're still dying.  

My fingertips burrow into the mush as my feet slide across the mud and up turned dirt, 

sling behind me. Just as I get to my feet, the air whistles, my pack wrenches to the side, and it 

almost takes me with it. With a twist, I manage to catch myself on my hand. It slams into the 

spongy ground, tweaking my wrist. The pain is nothing. It will be nothing if I don't move. Now! 

I launch myself up with a grimace and start running towards the field and out of the clearing 

filled with slick mud and loose dirt.  

My pack bounces against my back, my canteen claps out a beat against my hip, and 

everything else just slams into me at odd times. My hearts thrums in my tight chest. I feel every 

beat, and my lungs battle to suck in air. Sweat streams down my body, but my mouth is dry. I 

struggle to keep my footing on the slick ground. The air whistles while the sky and earth wail in 

a cacophonous dysfunction of silence.  

Figures slip through the purple sky, rushing to the field. All are covered in filth and muck 

and dark stains that blaze even in the dim light. Some clutch the stains. Others rush on with dead 

eyes never to glance back, but they do. They always look back at the stains blackening their 

clothes. They always will. Always. Just like those words.  
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Some topple to the ground, still but not silent. Just there and gone.  A few disappear into 

the shelter of the tall grass in the field. The others slide and slip in the muck, drowning. The 

lucky ones wrestle free of its hold and scramble into the field. The not so lucky ones never get 

up. Lucky? A snort rips from me as my feet propel myself forward, digging into the soft under 

foot. No one here is lucky. If we were, we wouldn't be here.  

Finally, I break through the amber grass. It whispers promises of safety as it folds me in 

its embrace, cuddling me to its bosom. It twines around my legs, and it tugs at my chest, assuring 

a shelter from this. The temptation crests to a crescendo. It sucks me under the silence I left 

behind. The promises wrap around my mind like a maze. Those words. They flood me back into 

the silence and wash away the ignorant bliss offered from the golden grass. I weave through the 

amber waves, pressing through the whispers of the grass.  

The sun begins to shimmer over the horizon, finally. It paints the world in shades of gold 

and beauty. The grass glimmers in the breeze, until the fog claws its way up from the ground, 

spiraling around the field and clearing. It blankets everything except the purple mountains behind 

us. The silence echoes and becomes almost deafening by the time I stumble through a clump of 

grass to find the remnants of the men and women.  

All of them wear grime and sludge, and all of them wear the dark stains. Some are from 

themselves, but most are from those lying still but not silent in the clearing. They'll wear those 

dark stains every day. We all will. Just like we will all carry those words. And we will all die.  

“Where's Reatus?” Memoria asks as I trudge through the camp. She already knows the 

answer before I pull out the two silver tags from my pocket with his name and social impressed 

on them. Her expression shifts and transforms into the one everyone here wears. “Oh,” she 

replies, her voice final before wandering away.  
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I don't get far before a scream pierces the silence. Everyone freezes, and some duck down 

and peek through the grass to get a look at the field. “It's the medic boy, Niveus,” Metus, a thin 

man, whisper yells to us. “Looks like he's caught in some of the sludge. Probably injured,” he 

adds. The crowd suggests Metus retrieve him. “I'll be killed,” he protests his hands trembling.  

I've already lost Reatus. I'm not going to lose Nievus too. Those words ring in my head 

over and over like a mantra. I shrug off my pack, and it splashes into the mud. The few people 

left turn their heads as I strip off any extra equipment. “Are you out of your mind?!” Metus 

screeches once I've stripped down to a shirt and thick pants.  

“We're all going to die anyways,” I reply with a shrug. His jaw drops. “Besides, I don't 

see any of you volunteering,” I huff slinking out of the grass. No one disagrees, and no one says 

goodbye as I begin my trot through the clouded clearing. My pulse flutters under my skin, and 

the fog melts against me. Nievus screams out again as the sky wails. I dive to the ground, 

burrowing under as much muck as I can before the earth shivers. No mud slings on me this time.  

“Nievus?” I whisper, crawling out of my pitiful shelter. “Nievus?” I probe a bit louder, 

straggling towards where he last screamed. Nothing. “Nievus?” I ask again after sloshing quite a 

ways through the sludge. It sucks my hands and knees down into it, and every time I pull one 

from the mud it slurps. Not quite enough to nullify the silence, but it's enough to attract 

unwanted attention. “Nievus?” I try one more time once I've crawled forward a few more paces.    

“Over here,” he coughs from the left. I adjust my course, and his figure comes into view. 

His white uniform is coated in muck and darker stains. “You’ve got to help us,” he pleas from a 

pit. Us? But then I catch sight of a sapphire uniform: the general.  

“What happened?” I mutter, hauling the general out of the pit. His eyes are closed, hiding 

the steel blue underneath. He’s still alive though.  
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“The general- I tried to drag him back, but then-,” he fumbles gesturing to his leg, only 

after his knee there’s nothing. Strips of his uniform are bound around the stump. His paleness 

against the alabaster of his uniform and sandy hair strikes me.  If I don’t get him out of here soon 

he’ll die.   

“It’s alright Nievus. You’re going to be alright,” I whisper yanking him from the pit. He 

hisses as his stump shifts. I can’t carry them both. “Do you still have your gurney?” I ask, 

stripping the general of his equipment.  

“It’s still on my back,” he grunts rolling over. I slide it off and tug Nievus on to it. “You 

can’t seriously carry us both at the same time,” he chokes.  

“I don’t have time not to,” I reply gesturing to the thinning fog. He grows rigid. After 

tying the gurney off to my utility belt, I squeeze his shoulder. “I’ve got you. Don’t worry,” I 

assure him. He nods and closes his eyes as his head falls back against the gurney. It should work 

like a sled on the muck. “Try not to fall off,” I huff heaving the general over my shoulder.  

“I’ll try,” he chuckles curling his fingers around the gurney; the force turns his knuckles 

white.  I wrap an arm over the general’s indigo uniform, locking him in place.  

The field isn’t that far: maybe ten yards. But it’s visible, which means I will be too. I 

can’t fall if I’m hit. The other two will become still but not silent, and the stragglers could use 

Nievus and the general. I can’t fail. Those words play back to me again. I won’t fail. “Here we 

go.” 

My feet rip into the muck, propelling me forward. The rope on the gurney pulls tight and 

yanks me back. But I’m ready. I surge forward across the slick surface, and the gurney takes off. 

If luck ever did exist, I could use some right now. Don’t let them see me. God, don’t let them see 

me.  
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The air shifts, and in a split second, it’s screaming all over again. The silence grows. 

“Rappeler Zade!” Nievus screams my full name as the air around us is shredded.  

“Just hang on,” I growl forcing my limbs faster. The field can’t be more than ten feet 

away now. I can even make out a few faces peering through the grass now.  Metal rips through 

my arm. I grit my teeth. I can’t stop. Another piece of metal sears through my shoulder. Five 

more feet. Just keep going. Remember those words. The silence grows deafening.  

“Rappeler Zade!” Nievus shouts. The sky begins to wail. I’m going to make it. I sling the 

general to the edge of the field with a growl. The others roll him into the safety of the field. 

Three more feet. The wailing gets closer. “Zade!” Nievus sobs. I whip around as more metal rips 

through me. I throw Nievus over my shoulder. And I throw us both into the field. Like I said 

before, not even nature would acknowledge our mistakes. There is at once everything and 

nothing. It’s white and black but red, white, and blue like my friends. But there is no more raging 

silence…  

I’m one of the many common soldiers in common wars who has been forgotten. I am 

long dead, and not many people remember me even though I have a plaque in the museum. 

Nievus and the general remember me, and their children remember me. As for my fate in battle, I 

will leave it undisclosed for like all the others in the wars, some live and some die.  

I am the still but not silent like so many soldiers before and after me. But I am not silent 

because of Reatus’s words. “None of this matters. Not the war or the people. It’s what we choose 

to do with our time here that matters, for that is what defines us.” 
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Leanne Beauregard 
Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

Rise: 

Surviving Abuse 

Millions of women and men are abused yearly. I have been abused since I was six years 

old. Angela Duckworth believes that an individual can be successful if he or she has enough 

desire and determination. I also believe this is true. I was successful of overcoming abuse by 

persevering through my lowest moments. If grit is lost it can be regained. 

 Grit is a strength of character. I lost my grit until I was fifteen years old. My dad is 

verbally abusive, and I never learned how to cope with my environment. At the age of twelve, I 

started to have symptoms of depression. Every night, I would lie in my bed and feel a cold wind 

over my body. My room would feel as though there was a bonfire but my body felt like it was in 

the snow. I would wake up and look in the mirror to see if my lips were blue. I would tear myself 

apart because I never felt that I was enough. I would start with my hips. I would drag my 

fingernails against my hip bones. I wanted to feel my bones.  

It was Christmas around my eighth grade year when my life turned around. I came back 

from visiting my parents, and my dad got drunk. I remember sitting upstairs in my room against 

the door hoping to hear his snores. I came downstairs to find him awake. I sat on the couch with 

my mother and sister. Before I could blink, my whole world went cold and I ran to my room. 

When I thought he was done screaming, I got the courage to walk back downstairs to check on 

my mom. I almost made it down the stairs when I heard the sound. My dad loaded his gun. I was 

three stairs from the bottom, and I froze. My heart was in my ears and my legs felt paralyzed. I 

had never been so scared in my life. The only way I could bring myself to move was to protect 

my mom and sister. I ran to them in the living room. I begged my mom to leave and never come 
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back. My dad came into the living room and pointed the gun to the lit up tree. He was telling us 

how beautiful and powerful his gun was. Before I knew it, the gun was pointed to my mom.  

I felt like I was in a movie. My mom and sister did not see the danger. I believe that they 

did not think he was capable of doing such a thing. My whole body shut down. I could not think, 

move, or hear. I felt as though I was frozen from the inside. My mom never realized that the gun 

was in fact loaded. After that day, I was diagnosed with clinical depression and PTSD. I became 

anorexic and suicidal. I tried to kill myself three times, but my sister saved me from all attempts. 

I was so fragile that sometimes I could not get out of bed, because I was incredibly weak. I felt as 

though I weighed a ton when in fact I weighed barely anything.  

The only happiness I got was the fact that I reached my goal. I wanted to be able to feel 

and see my bones. I would go into the bathroom and bend over just so I could make sure that 

someone could see my spine. I felt a sick pride in myself. I got high off of the thought that I 

resembled a skeleton. I would wait until my mom was asleep and go into the sunroom to 

exercise. I would do two thousand jumping-jacks. My body screamed in exhaustion. At the time, 

I believed that for every two jumping-jacks it burned one calorie.  

I reached my lowest point. I was sent to Peninsula to recover. I began therapy as well. My 

grit began to strengthen. I persevered through the worst day in my life and the following 

struggles. I sought the help from friends and other family members. It took me three years to 

recover, but I can proudly say that I am healthy.  I believe that if it was not for my desire to have 

a better life, I would not be here today. My grit kept me alive. I strongly believe that one can be 

successful if he or she has the determination for it.  

Abuse is abnormally common. I went through it and I am sure the person reading this has 

or knows someone who has. Angela Duckworth and I both agree that anyone can be successful if 
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he or she puts their mind to it. My grit saved me through my endurance through the toughest 

time of my life and my need for a better life. Do you have grit? 
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Baylie Bradley 
Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

Grit: 

 From Another Generation 

      Not many people have grit. Merriam-Webster describes grit as a “firmness of mind or 

spirit unyielding courage in the face of hardship or danger.” If a person has grit, he or she 

can be successful in anything that person does, and my great-grandmother Margie “Nana” 

McDaniels is a remarkable example of this. My nana is a self-sufficient 88-year-old woman that 

was born in a poor, Native American family in 1930; however, she has still lived a fulfilling life. 

I have always known her to be a strong, independent individual; she lived through the 

Depression, her husband died of Alzheimer’s 18 years ago, and she has always been active in the 

church. 

      To begin, my nana was born with a Native American father and a white mother at the 

time of the Great Depression, which was a time that was the worst economic declination in 

American history. Learning from her father through these horrendous times, she was taught the 

determination and frugal nature which shaped the woman she became. With little to no money, 

she was still able to put herself through nursing school; she eventually worked hard enough to 

earn a position on the Tennessee Board of Nursing. My Nana continued to work as a nurse for 

almost 50 years while maintaining an at-home life with her family. She allowed the lessons 

learned through the difficult times of her youth to become a beacon to those injured and ill, 

touching countless lives during her career. 

      The next example of the grit my nana has would be described by her personal losses. One 

of her two daughters was diagnosed with late-stage leukemia and passed away abruptly. This 

quick loss was then followed by the painfully long loss of her husband and the love of her life, 
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Lloyd “Poppy” McDaniels. Eighteen years ago, my great-grandfather was diagnosed with 

Alzheimer’s and dementia. Because of her history in nursing, she knew all too well the 

devastating effects of the debilitating disease. She dealt with the situation as she has every other 

obstacle in her life, with determination. Through his illness, Nana made her top priority to take 

care of him at home. She worked with him creating patterns and being his beacon through the 

fog, insisting that he would remain at his home where he belonged. Ten years later, she held him 

in her arms and watched as his suffering ended, and this was a devastating time for her. 

However, she was able to persevere and get through this difficult time. Her faith in Christ is one 

main factor in why she has such amazing grit; Nana has always placed her problems in God’s 

hands, trusting in Him that she can overcome any obstacle. 

      My nana’s exceptional grit can be seen in her still to this day. She was still working as a 

caretaker for a woman that is younger than her, and she gave up this final job only four years 

ago. At the age of 88, she still lives alone, independently. Though it was incredibly difficult for 

her, she also voluntarily gave up driving because she was worried about the safety of others on 

the road.  Living alone without the ability to drive at the age of 88 is extremely difficult for her, 

but she is still able to live this way because of her never-ending determination. 

 The amount of grit a person has can determine not only the success of his or her life but 

also the impact that he or she has on every other person that he or she touches. My great-

grandmother has a tremendous amount of grit and is still living a fulfilling life. She was able to 

use her determination, faith, and drive to push her to where she is today. Though there were hard 

times, she faced each struggle head-on, never backing down and always coming out of it stronger 

than she had entered. She helped others as a nurse for over half of a century and made her life the 
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best life she could live. I imagine that if every person on earth had the grit found in my great-

grandmother, there isn’t anything that we could not do. 
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Madison Coleman 
Karin Orchard – Daniel Boone High School 

Ashes 

The day is Wednesday, April 18, 1906, or more importantly, Coffee Wednesday. My 

boyfriend Mason and I meet at this quaint little coffee shop that we have come to adore each 

Wednesday morning before 6 a.m. meetings. We met through our business firm, although we are 

at separate offices currently. The building comes into plain view as I see two figures already 

inside through the window, Mason, with our drinks ready as usual, and the owner, Mr. 

Connoway organizing in the back. I glance at the clock on the wall, noticing the hour hand click 

to five as soon as I take my seat. Mason, looking dashing as usual, greets me with a signature 

warm smile and an arm extended towards me, holding a mug with the contents just the right 

color. I smile as the comfort of my surroundings embrace me, always knowing on Wednesday 

mornings I can always count on this routine. We share our lazy good mornings and sip our 

energy, staring out the bay window. The smile on Mason’s face dissipates sooner than 

anticipated. “You okay? What’s on your mind?” I question. He doesn’t reply for a few seconds.  

“So I don’t want to freak you out or anything, but there’s just something that’s been on 

my mind.” I nod, becoming nervous. “Okay, and that would be?” He reaches for my hand, 

looking down at the two. “We have been together for quite some time now, and the late night-

early morning thing is great and all, don’t get me wrong. I just think, you know, with the amount 

of time we spend together…” He looks up to me. “Will you… Will you move in with me?” I see 

the nervousness in his face and it is endearing. I blush, even though I know we basically already 

talked about it all the time. “Mase! Of course, you know I will. And uh, you can take a breather.” 

I can’t help but giggle a little. “Hey, what’s so funny now?” He comes over to my side of the 

table, pushing me over on the booth to sit where I previously was, tickling me. “It’s not so easy 
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to ask such a pretty girl like yourself something like that!” He play-yells. “Well I think it would 

be, since I tell you how I want to decorate it every day.” We laugh together, Mason still sitting 

but hovering over my horizontal figure in the booth. 

 The sound of rattling catches our attention as we begin to sit up. My gaze focuses on the 

shaking of our drinks as I hear the frantic voice of Mr. Connoway. “Everybody out, NOW!” The 

three of us rush out of the door to see our city crumbling before us. We are all ducked over, 

Mason’s arms around my head. It intensifies, immediately lessening to a halt. I am pulled up 

from the ground, Mason yelling, “We have to find your mom!” Thoughts are frantic in my mind 

as I tell him, “You have to find your little sister. Go.” He scans my face for a moment, not 

wanting to part. “Okay, okay… Just please be safe, Cait.” We share a tight embrace, “I will. I 

will see you as soon as I can. I love you Mase,” I say as we let go. “I love you too.” 

I checked all throughout the streets, attempting to scan through the chaos on my way to 

my parent’s house. I knew my dad took my mother out for a walk as soon as they got up to help 

jog her memory and possibly to remember him. Sometimes it worked, other times it didn’t. I 

approach the structure that was my past home, my heart stinging at the new, altered look, but 

nevertheless relieved it stands. I fumble with my keys as I rip the metal through the doorknob, 

yelling before I enter. There isn’t an answer as I stomp through the house, no signs of any other 

presence, as expected. My eyes begin to gloss because I don’t know where to go. I head back out 

the door, going whichever direction I see first. 

The streets were chaos. The earthquake tore up San Francisco, but more unfortunately the 

hearts of it. People ran across rubble frantic to find their endeared. Others, with their clans but 

blocking the ears of small ones from distress. As I paced the streets it was all hitting me and 

leaving me at the same time. It went on for days. 
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“Caitlyn?” I get knocked out of inside my head. I sit next to lines of tents in Crissy Field 

set up the day before clustered with people, in hopes of contact of my parents or anyone who 

knows them. “Rebecca!” The tween girl runs to me and holds my midline. “Rebecca, haven’t 

you found Mason yet?” She begins to sob as her face is in my chest. Mumbling, she finally 

begins to piece words together. “He- he saw this man and woman in a store- it- it had caught into 

flames and it looked like the man was fighting to get her out. And Mason just ran in there and 

was trying. He was trying to get them out but none of them ever came back out Caitlyn. I just 

don’t understand.” 

My heart stops. My heart stops but I also remain quiet- not because my mind was- but 

because right now I do understand. I also understand that I need to be stronger for her. I needed 

to be strong like Mason was for my parents, whom I know in my heart he wanted to help, whom 

I know he looked up to for their unwavering love for each other despite tremendous battle. I need 

to be strong because like me, he was all she had.  

 As I sit here, in Crissy Field, I reminisce on the bittersweet memories of this atmosphere- 

being here with my mom and dad before her diagnosis progressed, throwing Frisbee with the dog 

and watching their ever-so-loving relationship continue to kindle; and being here with Mason, 

watching the sunset illuminate across the skies as we danced upon the thoughts of our dreams 

and future together. It kills me that we were actually going to start our future. Now, with a hardly 

familiar head upon my shoulder and an even more unfamiliar life, there is one thing left that I 

can recognize as always- he truly did love me. 
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Treybeon Cooper 
Kasey Ferguson - Hancock County High School 

How Freckles Came To Be 

Once when God let his angels go pick fruit for him in the garden, they got themselves in 

some trouble. While in the garden gathering food, the angels saw a hidden door. In silence, not 

exactly knowing what to do, the angels looked awkwardly at each other until Gabriel said, “Let’s 

go admire God’s work.” The first angel jumped down avoiding the great mud puddle at the 

bottom.  

“Hey it’s all God’s work, this is where everyone is made.” Eager to see all the work and 

without hesitation, Gabriel jumped landing in the mud. SPLAT!!! Mud splattered on some of the 

angels, leaving little brown dots of dried mud on their skin. Furious, God demanded answers. 

Unable to give an answer, the angels apologized for being nosey. Due to the carelessness of the 

angels many people still walk around with mud spots on their face today. 
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Wyatt Deyton 
Karin Orchard – Daniel Boone High School 

Hellscape 

I woke up somewhere I wasn’t supposed to that night. I opened my eyes to find I was 

stuck underneath rubble. As I pushed all the torn apart pieces of my home I arise to see a nothing 

but darkness for miles. As I scurry around the ruble for some sort of phone or flashlight, flames 

begin to rise around me. As they do, I can begin to understand where I am. I can see clearly now; 

the world is in ruin. 

I could barely think, feel, even realize where I truly was. But as I stood there, shocked 

and in awe of the barren wasteland around me, I realize that I’m alone. “Honey?” I asked, 

waiting for the response that never came. “Kids?” I asked again, hoping to hear the sweet sound 

of their voices, which yet still never came. The more I asked, the louder I became; I started 

screaming and screaming for someone to come and save me from this hell I’ve found myself in 

but no one came for me; only something. 

I can hear the booming of enormous footsteps behind me yet I cannot see the monster that 

wishes to see me through the dark of the night. Louder and louder they became yet I still 

couldn’t see anything. I search frantically for light now; and I found it. Below the rubble I saw 

my phone, and I went to grab it. Footsteps growing closer I reached as far as I could for that 

thing yet I couldn’t reach it. I put in one final thrust of my arm to grab it and - the pain started; I 

had cut myself on a piece of wood sticking through the rubble, leaving a hole in my hand; but in 

the end, I got it. 

I turned the light on and looked all around, screaming for whatever this beast was to 

come out and rear its ugly head. The footsteps grew louder and louder with each passing 

moment, slowly but surely approaching; as it slowly came from the darkness. In front of me 
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stood a shadow of a woman, yet as it approached; it began to melt away, and as it continued to 

melt, it took new form in the shape of great beast; one of large stature and terrifyingly long 

limbs. Its wicked tail wrapped around its entire body as the spikes on its back slowly began to 

protrude outwards. The head melted into a white mask with two large black holes for eyes, 

forming a face for the beast. It’s disgustingly long neck and almost skeletal appearance made it 

seem frail and elegant, while the nightmarish claws and the ominously calming mask made it a 

terrifying encounter. 

“My friend, you’ve truly been left behind on your God’s beach, haven’t you?” the beast 

asked me. I shook my head in fear; I truly had no clue as what to say in this situation. “No 

friends, no family; just you and your crimes against humanity. It brings me such joy to see you 

here.” the beast continued, “I truly, truly am proud”. I looked up and cried; “What do you want 

from me your wretched monster”! “Together we will walk along this trail of flames, and we will 

discover who you truly are together.” the beast replied, “My name is Зверь греха, you shall call 

me Phosphorus”. Suddenly, the flames around me began to shift their way in front of 

Phosphorus, forming a trail. 

I began to walk down the trail with Phosphorus, the flames began to shift and contort into 

various figures. “Let’s skip right to the important things, shall we?” Phosphorus said with clear 

malice underneath the pale, white, emotionless mask he wore, “This first one is quite 

interesting”. The flames formed two small beings arising from the ground, staring at each other. 

After some time the two beings begin to speak to each other, and as time went on they became 

more and more affectionate. “Look at them go!” Phosphorus said, “These little sinners…” The 

flames began to grab each other, until one of them pulled away. As the flame did, the other stood 

there, unmoving, and eventually disappeared altogether; the last being was alone. 
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Another story of flames came about; this time the being was no longer alone. A new 

flame was with him, in a long fiery dress. The two sang together in front of all the other flame 

beings, and kissed underneath the stars; this quickly faded however. As I walked forward another 

new image appeared- this time the being and the one in the dress were holding each other tightly, 

as if enveloping one another. The flames had been drinking that night; they didn’t know what 

they were doing. Eventually; two smaller beings rose from the ground, each walking towards the 

one in the dress; and they consume her as the image fades away. 

Phosphorus began to breathe heavily, “You will find this next image very… very… 

interesting”. As I stare into the abyss. The flames form once again, with the first being 

surrounded by the two smaller beings. As they approach him, he gets on the ground and weeps. 

Suddenly, the flames separate from him, as the second being appears again; picking him up from 

where he laid. The two envelope each other; and a third, final smaller flame is born.  

The stories continued on like this, the flames turning brighter and brighter only allowing 

me to see more of the corrupted world around me. Nothing was sacred anymore. I could feel 

myself growing more and more weary as time went on, slowly but surely growing madder and 

madder. The pain I felt searing through my body was unimaginable; I could barely think. Barely 

think about anything but… the stories. It was once I began to listen again to what he was saying, 

I heard him. “This is the finale,” Phosphorus stated “You’ll enjoy this”. And then it began, the 

last image. 

The first two flames were fighting-as they usually did- as the second flame left, with the 

three smaller flames. The first was devastated, he could barely keep himself from dying out. He 

drank and drank and drank yet he still couldn’t be satisfied, he did everything he could to 

alleviate himself to no avail. Phosphorus was almost grinning underneath that mask of his, I 
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could feel it. The flame finally died, and the trail was at an end. I looked out past the horizon and 

for miles all I could see were twisted faces and imagery I could never have thought of.  

I took a moment to look back on where I came from, and when I did I noticed that 

Phosphorus was no longer with me. He was never with me, actually. Only during the worst parts 

of my life he was; and there he will stay. For now, I’ve endured what this place has brought to 

me and I’ll have to endure more. I doubt the hellspawn that took me here would want to continue 

on this path with me if it meant he would suffer too; but that’s just how it is in hell. 
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Jocelyn Ferguson 
Kasey Ferguson - Hancock County High School 

The Myth of the Artist 

One day, the Great Spirit decided that he wanted to create the earth. He came to this 

decision when he realized that some of the spirits in the Sky should have their own physical 

place to live. So, he hurriedly made the earth and the water, as he wanted to make them a place 

quickly. He then gave some of the spirits their forms and let them go unto the earth. These first 

spirits were the animals that we know today. The animals were happy for a while, but they soon 

became dissatisfied. You see, the earth was just earth. There were no mountains, valleys, or even 

plants. The animals also became hungry because they were now in mortal bodies. So, the Great 

Spirit saw this and knew what to do. The Great Spirit created a woman and told her, “I have 

created you to paint the earth however you want it. However, you must also make plants for 

some the animals to eat and also create places for them to live.” 

So the woman heard this and painted big rolling hills, deep valleys, and vast plains. She 

made trees that soared into the sky, grass that carpeted the ground, and roaring rivers. She 

created every detail that we can see today, except for the earth, water, and expanse of the sky, 

which the Great Creator had already created. When the day was almost over and she was almost 

satisfied with her work, she painted the first ever sunset. Then, she decided to paint the sky black 

in order for the sunset to be appreciated by making it brief. She decided this black sky was 

missing something, so she spotted the sky with stars. The Great Creator seen this and was very 

satisfied with her work. The Great Creator said, “Thank you for painting the earth in the most 

beautiful way possible, now I will create the rest of your kind and more animals. Before I do 

that, however, I must say you have done such a beautiful job that I will grant all of your 
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descendants with the blessing that I have given you. All of your descendants will inherit the 

wonderful gift of artistry like I have given you.” 

The woman thanked the Great Creator for this wonderful gift that would affect all of her 

descendants. The Great Creator then created more humans with other gifts that were all unique; 

however, not all of them were guaranteed to be passed down. The woman later had children of 

her own, who were blessed accordingly. Her children soon had children of their own, all of 

whom created just as beautiful works. Her family tree began to expand and expand, until it 

reached its newest branch: me.  
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Iris Fleming 
Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

Strength to the Last Second 

       What does it really mean to have grit? Some may think that to be gritty is just to be 

determined, while others might believe that it means you simply don’t want to be a quitter. I am 

here to provide circumstantial evidence that having grit is so much more than just having drive. 

The possession and application of grit creates the strength to wipe your own tears away, get out 

of bed in the mornings, and keep living when it feels as though you can’t anymore. Through my 

father’s fight to live and my mother’s perseverance through the loss, I have experienced firsthand 

that having grit allows one to truly take their life back. 

       Since I was a child, I always believed my dad was the strongest, coolest guy in the world. 

Chuck Fleming was always rather “gritty,” working two jobs day in and day out to provide for 

my mother and me. He also took his health extremely seriously, eating a very strict diet and 

staying active by hiking every chance he could get. In my 14 years of life at the time, I had never 

seen the man fall ill, or at least ill enough to not go to work. But one day, he arrived home early 

from his job at Log Cabin Pancake House saying his back was filled with shooting pains so 

intense that he couldn’t even bend over to pick up a box. When he began to stay home from work 

regularly, my mother and I knew something was extremely wrong. We went to two different 

doctors, both claiming he had just pulled something and that we “had nothing to fret over.”  But 

upon going to UT Medical Center to have his searing pain checked for a third time, they 

diagnosed my father with cancer in his kidneys, lungs, and spine. The happy, warm glow of our 

home suddenly fell dim. 

The man who worked so hard to put food on the table was now barely able to even stand 

up on his own. The calloused hands that once dutifully prepared breakfast for hundreds of 
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customers each day now counted out pills and shakily clutched a cane. The hiking boots that 

made their 900-mile trek through the Great Smoky Mountains were now forever halted next to 

our stone fireplace. He stepped down from his managerial role at Log Cabin Pancake House due 

to the manual labor involved but kept up his job for McNelly-Whaley Ford. He was unable to 

attend his job physically, but instead had his paperwork delivered to him every week and worked 

around the clock to get it done. No matter how unbearable his pain was, he refused to stop 

working. He refused to file for disability. He refused to be seen as weak. Chuck Fleming was not 

just determined, but he was a noble and honorable fighter. While most would have dropped their 

weapon at the doctor’s solemn news, my father clutched his even tighter. The sheer power of his 

grit allowed him to keep on fighting, even as he lay in the Intensive Care Unit on the night of 

March 31st, 2016. Although my father was unsuccessful in his battle with cancer, he still had the 

most grit I have ever seen in a person, and I truly believe that stands for something. 

       The years following this loss have been mentally and emotionally taxing, especially for 

my mother Londa. She has always had quite a lot of grit, as well, working at least 3 jobs for most 

of her early life and fighting through an ugly divorce at a young age. Her drive and determination 

was quite dulled by the loss of my father, as was mine. My mother really grappled with the 

crippling repercussions of being a single parent, such as somehow finding a way to still pay our 

bills with only one source of income, which isn’t very much at all for an elementary school 

detention teacher. My mom had always been such a beacon of light for me, but I watched with 

solemn eyes how her flame flickered out. The vivid pinks and purples of her wardrobe seemed to 

fade to black and white. The delicious food she once prepared now tasted as gray as she looked. 

She tried with every ounce of her being to appear strong for me, but I could hear her choking 
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sobs through the wall many nights when she thought I was asleep. Her spirit was broken, and it 

appeared as though her grit was never to be restored.  

However, grit is not a tangible object that can be stolen from you. There may be times 

when it is hard to find, but it never departs when you need it the most. My mother and I slowly 

began to regain our strength, starting with small things such as praying together and working our 

way up to going out with friends again. Grit began to truly resurface in our lives, and it finally 

felt as though this was a storm we could weather. Although my mother’s grit was significantly 

jaded for nearly 6 months, it returned with a vengeance and allowed her to take her own joyous 

life back. Now, her eyeshadow is as glittery and vibrant as ever, her food bursting with love, and 

her smile as radiant as the sun. My mother’s journey through losing my father serves as 

circumstantial evidence that grit is not something that can be taken away by tragedy, but is 

instead strengthened by it. 

Despite popular opinion, having grit is not just having determination. It is being a warrior 

through painful circumstances, finding the courage you didn’t even know you had, and standing 

up on your own two feet again after being knocked down for so long. Being “gritty” is indeed 

being strong in your battles, but it is also being valiant, dutiful, and humble in them, also. My 

father’s noble war with cancer and my mother’s journey to regain happiness serve as constant, 

powerful reminders of grit’s sheer magnitude.   
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Madison Garland 
Kasey Ferguson - Hancock County High School 

That Pesky Mole! 

This is the second week, and the flowers still have not done anything. The flowers have 

not grown. My name is Rachel, and I’m currently living in my old neighborhood. This 

neighborhood is the most peaceful one you will ever live in or visit.  Everyone who lives here 

has either beautiful fruit trees or beautiful flowers. I just moved in my old house where I grew 

up. I decided to clean up the place a bit and bring some life back into it.  

I mowed the yard, trimmed the bushes, and re-dug the flower beds. I replanted my 

mother’s favorite flowers: sunflowers, roses, carnations, tulips, hollyhocks, and balloon flowers. 

I’ve had these flowers planted for two weeks now and they have not bloomed, grown any, or 

even sprouted yet. I read the directions that came with the flowers and have followed them step 

by step. I have tried everything but seems like they will never grow.  

I had this dream before I moved out of my dorm and graduated college that I will have 

the most beautiful flowers in the neighborhood. It seems as if the weeks have gone by, the 

flowers still have not grown. The next day, I woke up and went through my daily routine. This 

routine included watering the bushes and flowers, and pulling the weeds around my flowers. As I 

was pulling the little weeds that had popped up overnight, I noticed a hole beside where I planted 

the balloon flower bulbs. The hole was about the size of my fist. I covered the hole up and re-

watered the balloon flower bulbs and went on with my daily routine. As the sun of the day was 

setting, the sky was filled with amazing colors. The colors were beautifully mixed, as if a painter 

had painted it. As the sunset faded away I went inside and went to sleep. Throughout the night I 

began to dream of my beautiful flowers, like before. The sunflowers growing big and tall, others 

blooming, and the rest sprouting. 
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The next morning I got up and started my routine again, watering the bushes and flowers, 

and pulling the weeds. As I made my way down the line of flowers I noticed that the hole next to 

where I planted my balloon flowers had appeared again. I leaned in to take a closer look at the 

hole when something threw dirt in my face. As I wiped away the dirt I noticed more dirt was 

coming out of the hole. I approached it even closer when I saw something move around in the 

hole. Like a foolish person, I put my gardening gloves on and stuck my hand into the hole.  

I screamed, “Ouch! Something bit me!” 

Suddenly, a small, brown mole came out of the hole. The mole said, “What do you think 

you’re doing, sticking your hand down into my house?” 

I replied, “Your house! How about my flower bed?” 

“For your information, ma’am, I have been living here for the past two weeks, so yes, this 

is my house!” the mole strongly stated. As I put my hands on my hips something popped into my 

head. 

“Mhmm,” I replied, “Two weeks you said, Mr. Mole?”  

“Yes, two weeks, do we have a problem here?” Mr. Mole asked.  

“We sure do! You are the reason that my Balloon Flowers have not sprouted or grown!” I 

said with anger.  

“You mean these ball like things that I have had for supper last week?” the mole asked.  

“Yes! Those are the balloon flower bulbs that I am supposed to plant in the ground! I 

want you out! Out I say!” I screamed to the mole. 

“Why? I really like the dirt in your flower bed. Can I please stay?” the mole asked. 

“I have a better idea.” I replied. I got up and went into the house and came back with 

some small decorative rocks I painted as a child. “Here, how about this idea.” I stated. 
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“What are you doing? Are you taking my home away?” the mole asked. 

“I’m going to section off a piece of my flower bed with these rocks that you can live in, 

as long as you do not eat my flower bulbs.” I replied. I set the rocks down in the dirt and he dug 

a hole in the center of the circle of rocks. 

“I love it! Just love it! Aww thank you thank you thank you!” The mole screamed. 

“You’re more than welcome, but remember our deal okay?” I said sternly. 

“Don’t worry I will.” The mole replied.  

As night fell and the next morning rose it was time to check on my flowers. I saw a small 

sprout where I replanted my balloon flowers. I walked over to check where I made the mole’s 

house and there he was setting outside in the morning sun. He hasn’t bothered my flowers since I 

made his new home. 
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Daniel Gomez 
Kay Heck - Sevier County High school 

A Light in the Dark  

 Devon’s eyes opened slowly; however, all he saw was darkness. After blinking a bit, 

knocking the sleep out of his eyelids, he finally realized that it was not his eyes that were closed, 

but rather, he was in a room covered in suffocating darkness. His bewilderment at his 

surroundings soon gave birth to panic, and suddenly it seemed as if the inky black was closing in 

on him like wolves surrounding a wounded rabbit. A noise in the dark caused his attention to 

snap towards an invisible presence somewhere in the area. After moments of ghostly silence 

passed, a soft feminine whisper filled his ears, “Hello? Is anyone there?” It sounded familiar, so 

despite the insanity of it all, he called back, “Yes. Who are you?” The unknown voice replied 

shakily, “My name is Lauren. Who are you? Where am I?” Immediately, he remembered why 

the voice sounded so familiar; it was his classmate Lauren Wellington; she was quiet girl- but the 

silence it only enhanced her beauty and charm.  She was the girl he had a crush on. He called out 

with relief, 

“Lauren, thank god! It’s me, Devon!” then stupidly joked, “Lovely weather huh?” The 

relief from Lauren was obvious as the previous waver disappeared from her voice, “Oh, Devon. 

You don’t know how glad I am to hear your voice! I’m over here.” Devon got up, his body 

resisting the change in position, and stumbled toward the sound of her voice until his left leg 

bumped against something in the dark, which she replied with a soft “Ouch.” “Sorry,” he said as 

he took a seat next to the invisible existence of his companion. 

 They sat in silence for a bit, but Lauren suddenly brought up the all-important question, 

“Well, what now?” He had pondered that for a bit-there was no indication as to where they were, 

and he could not remember as to how he got there. “Naturally,” he suggested, “We need to find a 
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way out of here,” to which she agreed. The duo got up and began to walk forward towards what 

they believed would be a solid wall for a room; however, the father they walked, the more eerie 

it became. Time was starting to distort- they had been walking for quite a while; naturally, they 

should have reached something by now. Lauren gripped tightly to his arm, and both relief and 

the realization that she was just as worried as he was came onto him. He squeezed her arm, and 

they kept walking in silence towards whatever would meet them at the end of the long trek. The 

darkness seemed to go on forever, which was impossible; the air was neither hot nor cold; it was 

if they were nowhere, where the only tangible objects were their bodies and the floor underneath. 

Lauren decided to start a conversation, beginning with, “Where do you think the end is? We’ve 

been walking for quite a while.” “I’m not sure; this should be impossible. The end has got to be 

around here some. . .” His voice trailed off as his foot met air, and the duo fell into nothingness.  

The sickening crack that matched the intense pain in his leg signaled a broken leg. Fresh 

blood embraced the skin on his leg as bone fragments tore through the skin. Fortunately, Lauren 

had landed on top of him, which gave him some comfort in the searing pain that invited nausea 

unto him. Devon about passed out, but what seemed like a far way away, he heard Lauren calling 

out to him. His senses slowly came back, and the severity of his injury became even more 

apparent, but now the presence next to him became known as well. Lauren was clutching his 

shoulder asking, “Are you okay?” with worry pouring out with every syllable. He smiled in the 

dark, and ignoring the pain, he managed to crack out, “Ah. I’m better than ever. Just a flesh 

wound.” Lauren chuckled nervously; he could sense the concern, so he tried to play it off as   

nothing more than a simple injury. Devon’s reassurance was interrupted by a ghostly howl in the 

darkness; the very air seemed to vibrate and grow colder. Even through the inky blackness, both 

through the electricity in the air. “Oh god! What do we do? What do we do?” Lauren began to 
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whimper. Devon did not know. Every fiber of his being wanted to get away; he wanted to wake 

up from this nightmare. A metallic scraping poisoned the air with malice- the darkness seemed to 

come alive, and the duo could sense the danger approaching. If not only to make matters worse, 

the lack of light for so long had begun to take a mental toll on the pair; every sense was 

amplified tenfold, and it caused a state of panic to arise yet again. Their breathing was heavy; 

every heartbeat sounded like the crashing of symbols as their pulses shook the very fiber of their 

being. In silence, they waited, paralyzed by the terror of the unknown: that is until everything 

stopped. There was silence; the terrible scraping had ceased without a warning as if it had never 

existed to begin with. Moments slipped by, but time seemed to distort as seconds became hours 

and days became minutes as all perception of time blended and disappeared into the black void. 

Out of the blackness came a noise that stopped every motor function in Lauren and Devon’s 

bodies. It was inhuman: a ghastly sound full of sorrow and rage that echoed through the 

nothingness; however, that was not the most terrifying part. Devon understood the terrible truth 

as the cry progressed, and Lauren reaffirmed his fears when she whispered in absolute terror, 

“It’s coming closer.”  

The only desire Devon had was to escape; unfortunately, his leg prevented him from 

being able to walk. Even through all of this, as his brain was panicking, he still remembered 

Lauren was with him. “You have to get away,” he stated, gritting his teeth as he mustered his 

resolve and    courage. “What? No! No, no, no. I can’t do this alone! I can’t leave you behind!” 

Lauren argued; it made Devon happy to hear the concern, and even though he didn’t want to be 

alone, he knew that there wasn’t enough time left. The metallic scraping pierced the air yet 

again, but this time, Devon was not afraid. Maybe it was because he couldn’t see the threat that 

kept him a bit calmer; maybe he had already made his peace with dying; regardless, a sense of 
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heroism washed over him as the darkness seemed to wrap around him. “You know, I always had 

a crush on you. It is a shame I never told you that earlier,” he joked with all the strength he could 

muster. Devon felt a warm liquid fall from above him, and even through the inky nothingness, he 

could imagine Lauren’s face over him. He felt around until he found her hand; it was shaking 

uncontrollably, but when he gave it a light squeeze, she relaxed a bit. Even under the pressure of 

the nothingness, even though they had seen nothing, they both could feel their hearts beating as 

one, and a silent understanding passed between them as their emotions seemed to pass through 

the noise in silence. “Go. I’ll be alright. Keep running and don’t look back,” Devon encouraged, 

and even with the end near he joked, “Well, you couldn’t look back even if you wanted to huh?” 

He heard Lauren’s laugh; its joyous ring sent the terrible screeching to the background, and as 

the tears rained down above him, it was as if there was nobody in the world but them. He felt a 

soft sensation touch his lips. In that brief moment, enough electricity to power a city filled the air 

with a joyous aura. He closed his eyes and savored the moment, thinking to himself how he 

really could die happy now. The moment passed and with his resolution at its peak, he told her, 

“I wish I could have more, but you need to go,” and with all the seriousness he could muster, 

something not common for him, he spoke, “Get out of this hell, alright?” Lauren, still not 

wanting to go but hearing finality of it all, softly accepted, “Okay. I will,” but then boldly 

demanded, something not normal for her, “Stay     alive alright?” Devon chuckled, “Alright,” 

then yelled, “Run! Go!” He felt her leave his side and heard footsteps heading in the opposite 

direction as the creature of the darkness finally seemed to come near. All sounds stopped. He 

could feel a cold presence next to him; it seemed to be waiting for something. Strangely, Devon 

was not afraid anymore-he did not know what was coming, but he was braced to meet his end. 

Suddenly, a cold metallic object cut through his right arm; he could feel fresh blood oozing from 
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the wound as the darkness consumed his arm. He did not utter a scream; instead, he smiled. 

Something knocked him a couple feet away; he imagined it was a claw of some kind as he hit the 

ground with a heavy thud. The ghastly noise began again: the sound hurt his ears, but it did not 

scare him. Two metallic objects tore into his chest, and he choked blood up in response. With the 

life fading from him, the two holes letting blood pool to form a lake in the cavity of once was his 

chest; he chuckled weakly to himself, “Well shoot. Looks like I can’t keep my promise.” He 

smiled; he had hope in the fact that she would escape this terrible fate. As his consciousness 

faded as fast as the blood in his veins, he saw a bright light pierce through his darkness. The 

creature’s ghastly groans once again filled the background; as he faded, he muttered, “I’m 

sorry,” and allowed himself to finally escape the dark tomb. 

Lauren was out of breath; tears could flow no longer, since they had already been cried. 

The ghastly sound seemed to come from all around her, and though she wanted to stop for just a 

short break, she remembered Devon’s last words and kept running. The darkness seemed to pull 

at her and attempt to drag her back; it took all of her willpower to keep going through it. Lauren 

imagined Devon at her side; he had been the guy she had a crush on all along, and his presence 

brought her comfort. Her heart was beating from her chest; the metallic scraping seemed to 

quicken and close in on her position. Wary from her lack of oxygen, she did not notice the light 

in the distance the first time she looked, but a small light soon came into focus.  Her body caught 

her second wind, and she sprinted towards the light; the beast behind her had begun to utter an 

unholy roar; what she imagined were claws seemed to be only a few yards behind her. The light 

was coming into greater focus, but when she looked for a moment, she lost her balance and fell 

to the ground. The air escaped her lips as she hit the solid ground with her chest; she had almost 

lost hope, since the monster behind her seemed to slow and utter a victorious roar that sliced 
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through the air. She had resigned herself to her fate, but she then felt a hand grab hers. It was 

Devon. The light illuminated his face as he joked, “Get up dummy. You are almost there. Don’t 

give up yet.”  She pulled herself up from the ground, and with a final burst of strength, she took 

off as she heard a deafening collision of claws and the floor where she just was behind her. The 

beast was silent for a moment, was that shock she detected? A murderous roar tore through the 

air, but all Lauren could see was the light in front of her. She ran. She felt Devon at her side. The 

light was a couple of yards away; the beast seemed to race after her as the scratches quickened- 

the darkness dragged her back. She was almost there. Something cut her ankle; she staggered, 

but she ignored it and kept going. The light gave way to a hole. The darkness seemed to come 

alive around her; it was as if the inky black expanse was the monster; it tried to swallow her 

whole and consume her existence. She heard Devon shout, “Go!” as she dove through the hole 

with a final burst of energy and landed on cold tile.  

Lauren gasped; the adrenaline was still coursing through her veins as she looked around 

in a frenzy. The hole had disappeared, and in its place was a janitorial closet; she was laying in 

the middle of the school’s hallway, alone. She looked around, but there was no sign of Devon. 

The light poured in through the windows, showing the sunny day occurring outside. She felt 

blood trickle from a scratch on the back of her ankle. 
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Andria Griffin 
Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

Individuality 

 There was a time where the world fell right into place. It was peaceful, full of meaning. 

As the stars fell out of alignment, so did I. Everything lost its importance. The surrounding world 

became gray-scaled. I watched as faceless people walked by. There was no individuality. It 

scared me. Not only did everyone seem faceless, but they seemed emotionless. Maybe, I was the 

one that was emotionless, but I was stricken with fear, an emotion. My mind was out of whack. I 

couldn’t tell if what I was seeing was real or not.  

 The days went on like this for what felt like forever. I lost count of how many times I 

woke up breathless. Nightmares consumed me. I was walking over glass, but suddenly I would 

fall. I would lurch forward, sitting upward on my bed, gasping for air. I always looked for a 

deeper meaning. I couldn’t find a deeper meaning that made me feel secure. I was swamped in 

emotions I couldn’t understand. Sometimes I would get a feel of an emotion, but I would lose it 

because it changed to another too soon. The one emotion I couldn’t detect was happiness.  

 Like most people I searched online for answers. All my symptoms led to almost the same 

thing. Stress was the first one, which led to anxiety. Furthermore, anxiety led to depression. I 

questioned if what I had searched was true. I gathered more information and told myself that it 

wasn’t as extreme as I had been worrying that it was. I decided to see a specialist because I 

figured it would be better to get a medical professionals help than to worry about what could not 

be true. 

 After my first doctor's visit, I was put on a medication for anxiety, which is pretty much 

an antidepressant. The follow up appointment was to see if I should receive counseling. It was 

determined at the end of the month I would begin therapy sessions with a specialist.  
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I enjoyed my sessions. I was able to pour out all my burdens and heavy thoughts that 

weighed on my mind. I became 25% better in just a month. I became more hopeful. My anxiety 

occurs when I want someone to approve of me. Basically, every time I met a person I would get 

anxiety because I couldn’t judge if they liked me or not. That sounds selfish and somehow 

ridiculous. The more I was told to stop worrying about other people’s opinions, the more I would 

worry.  

I learned how to deal with people. Especially the ones who didn’t like me. I found out 

that in my dream when I was walking on glass, it symbolized the fragility of how I felt when I 

met someone or saw someone I knew. When my dream turned into a nightmare and the glass 

shattered underneath me causing me to fall, it symbolized I felt like I had failed to meet that 

other person’s expectations.  

Once I learned how to cope with my anxiety, the stars began to align again. The world 

was brighter. The faceless people now had smiles and eyes that looked for mine in a crowd. 

Everything gained back its importance. I finally felt like everyone cared about me, instead of me 

having to care about what they thought. I didn’t realize how stressful it could be waking up every 

day thinking I have to be someone else for every single person I see. I was a billion different 

versions of me, but they weren’t really me. I was many different faces because I was afraid, a 

clear factor in anxiety. I couldn’t see anyone else’s faces because I was too wrapped up in trying 

to create my facades. I was afraid to be the one and only me. I never want to be anyone else or 

have someone else feel like I need them to be someone else for me to like them because I now 

see and know the importance of individuality. 
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Alexia Hutchins 
Karin Orchard – Daniel Boone High School 

Romeo and Juliet 

Unbelievable, I told Willy the story and he still got it wrong. He didn't even mention the 

shoe lady! Now it's up to me, "Romeo" to tell you the true story. At least Willy had the courtesy 

to use "Romeo" and "Juliet" so as not to disclose our true identities.  The only part of the play 

that Willy got right was the prologue! Everything else was completely blown out of proportion. I 

will admit that our two families fought a lot, but that was because all of us were factions of rival 

gangs. See, my last name isn't Montague, that's just the gang I'm in. I wasn't feeling very well the 

day this all started because my girlfriend had just dumped me. I was spending too much time 

with "Benvolio" and the rest of the gang and she never saw me. I knew she was right, but what 

could I do? My "brothers" tried to cheer me up by suggesting we crash the rave the Capulet's 

were having. Good, I needed to beat up someone anyway. This stupid rival gang thing had 

completely ruined my life! 

Angry as I was, I entered the hangar where the rave was being held and stopped short. 

Not more than five feet in front of me was the most beautiful and sensuous girl I had ever seen. 

Another thing Willy got wrong, she was seventeen, not fourteen and ripe for the picking. Big on 

drama and morals, I guess, Willy decided to change the age! This fair woman was dancing with 

the senator's son "Paris." I could still see however, that she was not impressed. When the song 

was over I grabbed her and started to dance. It was a slow song (what timing) and she didn't stop 

me. Now, because "Juliet's" cousin "Tybalt" was a little high on something (probably X), he 

decided to try to ruin the rave! He grabbed one of the bottles off the table and headed straight 

towards me. Good old "Tybalt," he can spot me out of any crowd! Lucky for me though, one of 

the guards stopped him and told him to cool down outside. 
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"Does your watch have a second hand because I want you to tell me how long it took for 

me to fall in love with you?" Hey, I know it's cheesy but I had to use the line. J "I have to 

go…call me" She then proceeded to write her name and number on my hand. I couldn't stand it; I 

had to see her immediately. I left with the rest of the Montague's then ran to her place.  

"But soft! What light through yonder window breaks?" "What are you talking about?" 

"Fair Juliet, I love you." I continued to go on with my speech and then a shoe came flying 

out the window! "Hey, what's the bright idea?" "Will you get the bloody hell out of my yard?" 

said the lady who threw the shoe. "You definitely have the wrong house, Juliet's on the next 

block buddy!" 

I quickly and quietly ran away with embarrassment. I decided to call her instead. Here's 

the story: the balcony scene never happened. Romantic as he is, Willy decided to fabricate that 

scene. I love being known as the romantic "Romeo," he made it up brilliantly! That night I met 

Juliet and we drove to Vegas where we could be married quickly and quietly. Because of my few 

connections in Vegas, everything was ready when we got there. My good buddy "Friar 

Lawrence" read us our vows and we were out within the half hour! As Newton said, "Every 

action has an equal and opposite reaction." When I arrived back in town my cousin-in-law 

"Tybalt" decided to start a fight! Bloody "Mercutio," he's always up to something! So he decided 

to fight "Tybalt," brass knuckles and all! He should have been more careful, now he's dead! I 

didn't want to kill "Tybalt," but he killed my brother and he deserved what came to him. After 

that I left as quickly as I could. Now a murderer, it definitely wasn't safe to hang around!  

I went back to Vegas and stayed with the Friar. Later that night "Juliet's" nurse "Alice" 

called me and told me to come back and spend the night with Juliet because she was distraught 

over losing both "Tybalt" and me. I'd tell you what we did, but then I'd have to kill you! J Suffice 
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it to say we were up most of the night. "Juliet" didn't want me to leave insisting it was still night. 

I left and bid her adieu. See, good old Willy decided to add some more plot twists and turns. He 

claims that I never knew about "Juliet"…but wait. One of the young men (Balthazar) came from 

the town to Vegas. He informed me that my fair lady "Juliet" was dead. Knowing this I hurried 

to her crypt...Here's the difference…  

"Juliet" and I were aware of what was going on. When I got to the crypt I grabbed 

"Juliet" and we left. Just like that, no tragic scene at the end. Willy loves his tragedy so 

he decided to spice it up with a double suicide.   

No, I am not dead, "Juliet" isn't dead and we are living quiet comfortably in…Barbados! 
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Chance Boodry 

Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

Helpless 

 As I begin to walk down the snow covered track, I put my camera back in my backpack. I 

take in the sight around me and all of the smells with it. The cold breeze gave me a sense of 

closure. It was what I had expected. The coldness makes me feel planted and one with the 

wilderness. I had not felt the feeling before, and the feeling, although so far away from home, 

makes me feel in place.  

 I have been walking for what feels like an hour, but when I turn around I can still see the 

beginning of my path, but now, there’s no one there. I’m beginning to realize the solitude that 

comes with such tranquility. I am not so much afraid, but more curious as to what other feelings 

will come with my journey. Still walking, the discomfort begins to set in. My heels begin to 

ache, and my toes cold and damp. The only sound is the wind blowing through the trees, and the 

sound of snow being compressed beneath my feet. It was soothing at first, and it still is now, but 

it is also a bit unsettling. It is soothing because of the peacefulness, but unsettling because I 

cannot hear or see what lies behind the mural of trees around my path. 

 As I am walking, I see a side path. The path is obscure and seems to go downhill. I gaze 

around trying to gain a mental marker of the area around the path head. Looking around, I realize 

that every tree, every bush, and every speck of snow looks exactly the same. The only sense of 

direction is the path on which I stand. My anxiety begins to kick in. My heart beating faster and 

faster as I try to find something to remember where it is I am. I find a rock which seems to be 

sharp enough to carve a tree, so I take the rock and carve a symbol which I will remember, a 

cross. I know I will remember a cross. After fully carving out the cross I place the rock in the 
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side of my leather boot, and keep wandering in hopes of finding a place to set camp and eat 

something. 

 After wondering for hours, the sun is nearing its resting place. The lights radiating across 

the horizon is a sight to remember. I have also found my own place to rest. I have found a small 

cliff overhang that sticks out about ten feet, which should provide enough room for a camp I 

have to find some dry wood and some smaller sticks to start the fire. I walk out into the darkness 

and begin to hear howling from what seems to be far away. I walk back to the overhang grab my 

gun and some bullets, and go back into the dark in search for wood.  

Without an axe, this is going to be hard. All the wood that has been already cut or has 

fallen off is either too wet for too small for a fire. I have taken back the right amount of smaller 

sticks, and two small logs, but that won’t be enough to last me until morning.  

After searching a little while longer I have found the wood I need.  

“Time to head back,” I think to myself. 

“Oooowoo”  

I hear a wolf howl behind me, but when I turn around I am greeted by a black haired 

Stranger. I raise my gun and point it at the stranger 

 “Back away”, I yell at the stranger. 

 “I mean you no harm.” 

 “What do you want?” 

 “I want to help you.” 

 “Why would I need your help?” 

 “Because there’s a pack of wolves over that ridge, and you’re alone, with what seems to 

be a worn out 22. rifle.” 
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 I cautiously lower my gun.  

 “Do you have a name?” I asked. 

 “Terrance, and yours?” 

 “Alex.” 

 “Well Alex if you want to keep from getting some additional holes in your body, I 

suggest you follow me.”  

 “And if I chose not too?” 

 “You better hope you’re a good shot.” 

 “I think I’ll take my chances, thank you.” 

 “So be it.” 

 I start to walk away from Terrance... 

 “Wam!” 

 I awaken in a dark place, but it is clear I am in a cage. I feel a pulsing pain in the back of 

my head. I reach back, and feel the back of my head. As I bring my hand back around, I look in 

utter silence at the blood on my fingertips. My heart starts to race. The pulsing pain in the back 

of my head grows stronger. I yell out, “Terrance!”         

 He emerges from the dark, coming into plain sight. 

 “Hello Alex.” 

 “Where am I?” 

 “In a cave, where you’ll be safe, for now.” 

 “What do you mean for now?” 

 “You see Alex, I have lived here for nearly twenty years now, and every time someone 

new comes through here, let’s just say my appetite is well pleased” 
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 “So you steal people’s food instead of finding your own?” 

 “No Alex, I’m a cannibal, I eat the people” 

 “You’re a monster!” 

 I start to frantically beat on the cage walls. As it starts to make snapping sounds, Terrance 

opens the cage and grabs my arm. He pulls me to the ground and begins to drag me by my feet, 

which are bound by rope. When we get out of the cave, my head pulses from pain as the sunlight 

beams into my eyes. I try to concentrate, but my vision begins to blur. I try to fight free from 

Terrance’s grasp, but my arms feel heavy and my body frail. I begin to panic again, when 

suddenly I remember the sharp rock in my boot. I reach for it, but my head is rushed with pain as 

I lean forward. I try again, feeling less pain this time, and nearly reaching the rock. I try one last 

time, and I grab the rock, but what to do now? 

I think quickly and rear my arm back, and then stab Terrance in the calf. He buckles in 

pain. He lets me go and I go straight for the rope around my ankles. As soon as I cut them free, I 

run for into the wilderness. Unsure of Terrance’s actions, I keep running. I keep running until my 

legs fall from beneath me. I can feel my heart beating in every muscle in my body. As my 

adrenaline begins to fade, my head starts to pulse with pain worse than before. I crawl to a tree, 

and prop my body against it. All I feel is the pain in the back of my head. Hoping it will stop my 

vision starts to blur, giving me tunnel vision. My body numbs, and ringing seems to surround 

me. Not sure what to do, I sit and wait as my breaths get lighter and lighter, and my vision begins 

to blur more and more. At this point my fate is evident. 
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Elizabeth James 
Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

Shadow of Death 

 My story begins the day I died. It was a day many might consider quite awful but not for 

the same reasons one might think. On July 25th, 1798, I died; so I thought. As a matter of fact, so 

everyone thought. They even made a headstone for me which read: Margaret Anne Livingston, 

Loving wife and mother, May 7th, 1767-July 25th, 1798. 

 My life had been quite short. I had finished the last six months of my life with a disease 

for which there was no cure: smallpox. Even my husband’s brother, Alan, had no cure. He was a 

well- known doctor in the England area and seemed to care for me very well. The next hour after 

I was diagnosed with smallpox my husband, George, seeked his older brother to see if he could 

examine me right away.  

 My disease was a horrid experience that started with a simple fever and ended with 

severe pain in each of my limbs. I had to have help from George with almost everything that I 

did which made him spend less time with our daughter and son. Benjamin and Annie were two 

of the most precious children. They didn’t deserve for their father to be away from them. Life 

was quite hard for me until July 25th when I had had enough.  

 I was not giving up but I decided to take a nap and wake up a short time later. However, 

George said it was not a short time later. Four hours had passed and I had not awoken yet. 

George told Benjamin to run to Uncle Alan’s house and tell him there is an emergency. 

Benjamin arrived at Alan’s house quickly. “Uncle Al, Uncle Al,” screamed Benjamin as he 

pounded heavily on the door.  No one answered but Benjamin kept screaming. Finally, Alan 

came to the door but he was not happy. “What is wrong with you?  Can’t you see I’m busy!” 

yelled Alan furiously. “Why, yes, yes but..but momma is asleep and she won’t wake up, You 
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gotta help her!” Benjamin said crying. “I can’t, I’m busy!” said Alan arrogantly. “Doing what?” 

said Benjamin. “Grown-up stuff, now run along!” Alan said. 

Benjamin ran rapidly through the neighborhood and into his house. He opened the front 

door and told George the story with the little breath he had left from running. “What is wrong 

with that man?!” said George with anger, “I thought Alan was better than this but, no, he is just a 

selfish piece of trash!” He was completely distraught and lacked all hope. George finally ran 

down the street to another doctor’s house and knocked until the door cracked open and out from 

behind it came a tall white haired man with a stethoscope around his neck. “Why hello sir, can I 

help you?” asked the doctor through his old dry lips. “ Yes, you see my wife has had smallpox 

for quite some time and took a nap this afternoon but when I went to wake her she didn’t come 

to,” George answered. The doctor readily agreed to follow George to our house. 

The doctor ran into the house in which George and I had lived so long and came into my 

room where I was resting. He picked up my hand and felt of my wrist. A blank look fell onto his 

face. “Sir, I am so sorry but there is nothing much I can do, she is too far gone” said the doctor to 

my hopeless husband. George didn’t say a word but just stared at the doctor for a moment before 

the words could come to his tongue. The doctor quietly walked out the door as a soft smile fell 

on his face. “I’m sorry again sir, let me know if I can do anything more” said the doctor. “Thank 

you” George said quietly. He walked over by my bedside and grabbed my hand and in my palm 

he cried for hours.  

George made the funeral arrangements to the best of his ability. At the end of the 

ceremony, George had every attendee place a piece of candy in my casket. He knew me so well 

because I love candy. Three days of services and ceremonies went by and finally it was time to 

bury me. George dug a shallow grave of about three feet and placed my wooden coffin in the 
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shallow hole. George stood there for a moment and then finally covered me up with the wet dirt. 

He got down on his knees and began crying. He felt worthless. He could do nothing about my 

death. He couldn’t bring back the beautiful memories. His mind was in a fog. He only moved on 

because of our children. He walked home in the rapid spill of the rainwater but he didn’t care. 

For the one thing that mattered in his life was gone. Why should he care about anything more? 

Days later, our children had a play date scheduled with their friends, William and Mabel. 

They normally have play dates every Sunday afternoon but Mabel came down with a fever a few 

weeks before my death so they hadn’t been able to meet in a while. Early that same morning, 

George got a knock on the front door. It was Jane, William and Mabel’s mother. “‘Morning,” 

mumbled George very quietly,” Would you want to come in?” Jane nodded. They sat at the 

round kitchen table George and I had picked out so many years ago. Jane expressed sympathy 

for my passing towards George. “Mabel was diagnosed with smallpox this past week so we 

probably cannot meet for a while. I’m just so thankful they have a cure for that these days” Jane 

replied. 

At once George fell out of his chair with a huge bang and began mildly choking on his 

coffee. “What are you talking about?” asked George.  Jane answered, “There is something called 

a vaccine or medicine that you inject into your skin to prevent and cure smallpox. A man by the 

name of Edward Jenner created it. All the doctors in England are using it”. “That’s just 

wonderful, just wonderful and how do you suppose Alan knew nothing of this so called 

vaccine.” said George sarcastically. “I thought you knew about this. I’m so sorry, I must go. 

Mabel is sick like I said,” said Jane nervously. 

As Jane exited the house, George began yelling uncontrollably. He called to Ben and 

Annie telling them to get ready to leave at once. The children ran down the stairs and out the 
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front door following their father. When they arrived at Alan’s house, George told them to play 

out back. George went to the front door and knocked harder than he had ever knocked before but 

there was no answer. He then began banging on the window until finally Alan opened his door. 

Immediately, George began yelling profusely. “You knew all along didn’t you? You knew Dr. 

Jenner had come up with a cure. You just wanted her to die, but why? You made me lose 

everything! What is wrong with you….I trusted you!” screamed George.  

Alan had no words for his brother so George went to get the children and walked home. 

Alan walked back into his house and pondered on the words his brother had spoken. Alan finally 

realized what he had done and ran after George. “Daddy…Daddy, Uncle Alan is behind us,” 

called Benjamin worriedly. “I know, Ben, turn around and keep walking” said George annoyed. 

“But, but…yes, sir,” Benjamin said stuttering. Alan arrived at their house right behind them. He 

knocked loudly and George eventually came to the door. He opened it and slammed it in his 

brother’s face. That did not stop Alan. He went to an open window and climbed in. “What is 

wrong with you Alan? You just broke into my home?!” screamed George in complete outrage. 

“Can we just talk?” Alan responded. “There is nothing to talk about...my wife is dead and you 

killed her and for that I am having you arrested.” yelled George disgustedly. “If that’s what it 

takes, then go right ahead, I just wanted you to know I’m sorry...and, and I love you.” Alan 

pleaded as he left.  George sat down and cried at that same round kitchen table he and I had 

picked out so many years ago. Benjamin and Annie cried with him too.  

George decided he would go to the grave where I had been buried a few days before. It 

was raining very hard but Benjamin and Annie didn’t complain like normal. George got down on 

his knees at the grave and cried harder than he ever had before. While his eyes were shut from 

him crying, the rain began to wash away the mud that was upon my casket. 
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Through all of George’s drama, I had been awake although I couldn’t get out. At first the 

fear was overwhelming. I could see nothing because of the blackness except for a pinhole that 

sometimes showed light above my face providing me with barely enough oxygen. For days, I 

had been scratching the sides of the casket. I had eaten almost all of my candy, however, I was 

very parched and the illness was still getting the best of me. My body was aching all over and I 

had no energy. I used what little bit of strength I had to push on the top of the casket but It was 

too heavy. I could hear the heavy rain droplets landing on the grave. The mud must’ve been 

making it heavier. The plush bottom of the casket was wet from where I had wet myself several 

times because I had nowhere to let go of my waste. I was cold all over but there was nothing I 

could do. I tried to scream but nothing would come out. “I’m going to die again,” I thought to 

myself. 

Later, I heard a man’s voice coming from up above me. I tried to talk back and scream at 

him but only silence came out. George could still hear me banging inside. He ran and grabbed a 

shovel and then ran back to me. He began digging in a panicky state. Finally he reached my oak 

casket and opened the box. There he was, my George. We both looked at each other with blank 

stares. All the hunger and pain I was feeling went away at that moment. “Oh, Margaret! I thought 

I had lost you!” George said as tears poured from his bright blue eyes. “I love you George,” I 

said with what little energy I had left. “I love you too, Margaret” said George with a smile. 

George picked me up from the mud filled casket and began running with me. The children 

followed behind us screaming, telling me they were so thankful I was alive. We finally arrived at 

Dr. Jenner’s house.  

George banged on the door. Dr. Jenner answered. “Hi Dr. Jenner, my wife has smallpox 

and I don’t know how much longer she can survive please give her the vaccine” said George. Dr. 
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Jenner motioned for him to take me in and place me on an examining table.  “She has smallpox 

indeed” said Dr. Jenner in his deep voice, “I will give her the cowpox vaccine and she should 

heal very well.” “Thank you! Thank you!” George answered graciously. The kind doctor inserted 

what he called cowpox pus into my upper arm. I was abhorred by it but would do anything to get 

rid of the disease. “Your wife will get sick tonight with cowpox however tomorrow she will be 

cured from both the cowpox and the smallpox,” informed the doctor, “I do suggest you stay here 

with me tonight in case of complications.” Sure enough, I felt much better the next morning and 

the doctor released me. We went home after George, Benjamin, and Annie got their 

precautionary vaccines.  

After this harrowing experience, our lives were so much better. Edward Jenner saved my 

life and I couldn’t have been more grateful. As for Alan, he never explained why he didn’t 

advise George of the vaccine that was available….was it jealousy? Or ignorance? Either way, he 

will never practice medicine again after word spread of his failure.  Fortunately for me, my 

husband’s and my love for each other was far greater than any medicine…..and my love of candy 

was a lifesaving bonus.  The End…...or is it just the beginning of my new life?  
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Delainee Mooneyhan 
Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

A Humble Superhero 

 If the word “superhero” pops up in a conversation, people think of Marvel or their 

favorite comic book hero like Spiderman, Superman, and Wonder Woman; their minds may 

automatically switch to someone strong who is relentless. Most superheroes are motivated for a 

specific goal; all superheroes have grit. My mother is someone who, throughout my entire life, 

shows a colossal amount of grit by raising two daughters by herself for most of our childhood, 

continues to grow as a person while encouraging my growth, and endures a job she despises to 

provide for her family.  

 Grit isn’t always about fighting through teeth and nail; sometimes grit is pushing your 

needs aside for someone who needs you. When I was young my parents Brian and Michelle went 

through a long, messy, and hard divorce. Prior to the divorce, my dad would constantly storm out 

of the house and not return for days. During and after the divorce he was almost a ghost. While 

fighting through her own emotional exhaustion, my mother slipped on her super-suit to appear 

strong for my sister, Madi, and me. The divorce was a lengthy and exhausting process and, 

although I don’t remember a substantial amount of that time, the one thing that continues to 

stand out from that portion of my life was the sacrifices my mom made to remain strong and 

throw her grit to the world. Through everything, my mom was there for me even in the period of 

my life where I felt like I didn’t need her. She was always present for school functions and she 

attended every single one of my sports’ events on top of working a full-time job and cooking 

delicious extravagant dinners almost every evening. My favorites have always been her world 

class chicken enchiladas, tortellini soup, and her famous spaghetti. She proved that she has the 
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strongest backbone of anyone I know to reach her destination of protecting and providing for her 

family.  

 Looking back through my life I can see myself grow and develop, but I can also view see 

the progress my mother has made. Towards the end of the divorce, my parents started seeing 

each other again and upon the move from Indiana to Tennessee, they got back together. Even 

with that, my mother may have done that for my sister and myself, but from our first few weeks 

in Tennessee to six years later my mom has grown tremendously. She’s changed as a person, 

discovered different interests and hobbies and she’s doing more things that bring her joy. In 

Indiana, she had a few friends, but she never spent a whole lot of time with them due to having a 

full time night job and raising two younger children on her own. For the past few years she made 

many friends from work who share her dislike for the job they are all in; she spends more time 

enjoying life and going on adventures with them. She’s discovered that she enjoys yoga and 

continues to do it every day and inspires me to begin once I have more free time; she’s interested 

in essential oils and researches new way to utilize them and then introduces the uses to me. She 

does meditative yoga almost daily with it being her favorite. Her favorite blend of oils are 

lavender, frankincense, and myrrh, but she still to this day has failed to find an oil that she 

dislikes. At the time I hadn’t really noticed it, but as I grew up my mother did as well.  

 Most people don’t enjoy work, but they can at least tolerate it. My mother’s situation is 

quite different. She hates her job with the most passion I have ever seen; she hates it because of 

the people she must deal with. She comes home every night with stories of people who treat her 

like dirt and talk to her like she’s far below them as a person, even though she’s doing them a 

service to treat them. Days prior to her work days her mood reflects the anxiety she feels about 

having to work. My dad, sister and I try to be there for her as much as possible, but we aren’t 
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always the best support system. We may get annoyed with her and ask her why she doesn’t just 

resign now; she sees further into the future. She realizes the consequences on our family of her 

not having this job and she powers through it again and again. I admire her for her perseverance 

and motivation through that difficult part of her life.   

 My mother rises above all fictional and real-life superheroes. She has shown her spunk in 

all areas of her life from being a single parent, pushing through her resented career, and 

improving as a person through everything life hurls at her. Throughout the rest of my life, I will 

respect, learn from, and strive to be like my personal version of Super Woman. 
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Ellie Yount 

Kasey Ferguson - Hancock County High School 

The Origin of Small People 

            Long ago, there was a Skyworld where the Head Chief and his wife resided. Below the 

Skyworld was the Earth. The Earth was filled with plants, animals and spirits. No one but the 

Chief and his wife were allowed in the Skyworld. Slowly, the chief started granting the spirits 

bodies, creating humans. The wife watched the humans interacting and grew jealous. Since no 

one but the Chief and his wife were allowed in the Skyworld, the wife started to grow lonely and 

longed for companionship different that the relationship she had with the Chief. She longed for a 

friend. She was tempted to bring a human up to the Skyworld secretly and hide it from the Chief, 

but she knew if the Chief found it he would throw it back down to Earth, killing it. She then had 

the idea to put one of the still wandering spirits in an animal’s body, which she believed would 

give it human abilities in an animal body. She debated which animal to put the spirit into. The 

animal had to be small enough to hide, but not so small that she would lose it. She eventually 

decided on a small, skinny rabbit. She watched the rabbits and admired how close and friendly 

they all seemed. One night, while the Chief was off doing what chiefs do, the wife went down to 

Earth and grabbed a spirit and a small rabbit she had her eye on. She took them back up to the 

Skyworld and managed to put the spirit into the rabbit. Something started happening that was 

unexpected. The spirit took over the rabbit but made it human-like. The human was small just 

like a rabbit. She knew she couldn’t keep this human with her, so she released it back to the 

Earth. The Chief came back and noticed the wife acting strange. He started monitoring the Earth 

and found the new human. He looked at it and eventually realized he didn’t make it. He became 

angry, and he punishes it. He put a curse on it which made it frail; it can break bones so easily 
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that it can’t live a good life. From this point on, any predecessors of the “new human” were small 

and frail.  
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Reem Abdulhussein 

Key Heck - Sevier County High School 

Man of Steel or Man of Grit? 

 As children, we like to think of our fathers as superheroes because of their strength, 

courage, and perseverance. These qualities can be summed up into one word: grit. Not only does 

my father Hamed Mohammed possess this quality, but he has also been instilling it in my 

brothers and I ever since we were young. However, as kids, we do not always listen, we imitate; 

thankfully, my dad has been an example for us as to what it is like never give up and aim for the 

sky. I think of my father as the Man of Grit because over the years he has managed to persevere 

in the grueling environment of Iraq, restart from the ground up in America, and build a future for 

his kids. 

Before my dad had even moved to the United States, he was dedicated to getting a good 

education so he could have a successful life in a country where it is hard to achieve anything of 

importance. At first, he was not the brightest student, but then, something changed. He said to 

me, “It was like a switch just flipped and I realized I needed to start taking school more 

seriously.” After toiling away over his work, he took the most important test of an Iraqi student’s 

high school career. He received his results after some stressful nights and was second in his 

graduating class. This motivated him to put even more effort into college and allowed him to 

earn a degree in electrical engineering. He secured a high position job with a company that 

allowed him to travel all over the world to places like Egypt, Lebanon, Turkey, England, and 

Italy. At this point, he was content with his accomplishments; however, he realized there was 

more to achieve. 
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My dad, being the man of grit that he is, decided to move us to the United States because 

living in a war-zone was not safe. He knew that no matter what the consequences of moving to a 

different country were, it would be a better place to build a future for his kids. So we packed our 

bags and a 14-hour flight later, we were in the Land of Opportunity. Now in the US, my parents 

no longer have high-position jobs, degrees, or an education; they had to restart from the bottom 

up. My dad decided to go back to school at an institution and receive a Bachelor’s degree. 

Unfortunately, the institution turned out to be a scam and he was unable to find a job. This was a 

major waste of time and effort and a financial setback; fortunately, he did not let this hinder his 

progress. My dad knew that if he worked hard and stayed dedicated, he will persevere, and he 

did just that.  

As he was trying to figure out a way to make a decent living, he worked multiple jobs. 

For example, he worked in tourism in Gatlinburg with some family friends. Through them, he 

was able to gain an experience in starting and running a business. He had also opened up a booth 

at the flea market and sold handbags during the weekends for nine years as a side job. My dad 

also bought a house with property and decided to renovate it into a car dealership. Throughout 

the process of renovation, I could tell that he was tired and stressed out because of the finances 

and the laborious work load. Every night he came home looking exhausted and smelling even 

worse. Thankfully, I knew the amount of grit that he possessed, so I never had to doubt his 

abilities. A year later, a new shiny used-car dealership was open for business.  

He was not done yet, though! Because of his ambitious nature, my dad realized there was 

even more to accomplish. He decided to take on a couple more projects, each one tougher and 

required even more grit than the next. First, he decided to rent out the house on the property and 

build a separate office. Later, he renovated a shed into a small apartment and rented it out. A few 
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months later, he decided to clear out the backyard for future endeavors. For his latest project, he 

decided to build on top of the house two bedroom apartments. He is in the process of finishing 

up; however, if I know my dad, then I know he will have a new project before the smell of paint 

has even had time to fade from the apartments. For the Man of Grit, the grind never stops.  

Ever since I was a child, hard work and dedication to school was ingrained into me. This 

quality was passed down to me because of my father, who had always shown me was it was like 

to truly have grit. He persevered no matter the set back, and even when he was content, he knew 

there was still room to accomplish more. Ten years after moving to the United States, my father 

was able to start up his own business and make a living for himself--the American dream! As I 

get older, I realize the amount of hard work he has always put into everything through his 

accomplishments, setbacks, and projects. I strongly encourage you to find your Man (or Woman) 

of Grit and learn the quality of perseverance from him or her. 
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Lydia P. Myers  
Melinda Derrick - Sevier County High School 

The Great Halloween Party 

People were starting to depart after the bustling Halloween Party of our junior year.  Only 

the five of us who had planned to stay the night remained.  No one had the mental energy for any 

more games at this hour, but we still wanted to stay up.  So, the group was looking for something 

else to do. 

 “Oh! I have an idea!” Avery announced, taking out their phone, “Why don’t we all 

answer questions from these lists online?” 

 “Yeah, that sounds fun,” Jay replied. 

 “Let’s do it,” I said. 

 “Sure!” added Gina. 

 Katie said nothing.  We turned to her and found that she had already fallen asleep.  

Iconic.  Everyone burst into laughter. 

 After a while, Avery got us back on track, though we were still giggling. “Okay, okay, 

first question. What’s your favorite color?” 

 Jay contemplated this for a moment, “...Green.” 

 “Blue!” I announced, to no one’s surprise. 

 “Hmm, yeah I think blue’s my favorite, too,” Gina added. 

 “Same,” Avery said, “Okay, next question. Where would you prefer to live, the country 

or the city?” 

 “City,” answered Jay. “It’s more progressive.” 

 “Eh, edge of the city,” I said. “In between.” 

 “I’m not sure, actually,” said Gina. 
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 Avery gave a thoughtful nod. “I’d want to live in the city, myself.  Not as isolated there.  

Okay, next one...”  They cringed as they read it. “Uh… have you ever been in love?” 

 The room fell silent.  This wasn’t exactly anyone’s favorite topic.  Katie gave a loud, 

oblivious snore. 

 Jay sighed despondently, “Nope… not yet.” 

 “I… I don’t think I have,” I mused. “I mean, there was this friendship once that I thought 

was maybe that at the time, but in hindsight, I doubt it.” 

 “Well, I was in a relationship once, but you all know how that went,” Gina added with a 

wry chuckle. 

“We’ll fight him!” Avery exclaimed. 

 “Yes!” Jay chimed in. 

“Absolutely!” I declared. 

 Gina smiled appreciatively at us.  Katie mumbled something about vegetables in her 

sleep. 

 “Okay, next one,” Avery said after a moment, “How easily do you trust people?” 

 We glanced around at one another, wincing.  We trusted each other, of course, but there 

weren’t many others we could say that about. 

 Discussion started up again, but it was more involved than before.  The conversation 

shifted from the question of how easily we trusted to why we were so slow to trust.  And then the 

floodgates opened. 

 We talked about painful falling-outs with old friends and our terrible feelings of guilt 

over what had happened. 

 We talked about abusive relationships and bad breakups, about what we’d been through 
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and our fears of encountering those people again. 

 We talked about our complicated relationships with our parents; how they didn’t always 

accept who we were and how they tried to dictate our beliefs. 

 It was the first time we’d been able to talk about these things to anyone. 

 As we all opened up about these painful memories, we comforted and encouraged one 

another.  Even just listening helped, but we offered our own unique perspectives on each other’s 

situations, too.  It allowed us to put things into context.  We all suddenly felt less alone. 

 We talked like this until we each drifted off to sleep, tears in our eyes.  First Gina, then 

Avery, then me, and last Jay. 

 When we awoke the next morning, we were all so grateful that we’d finally been able to 

open up and talk like that.  Except for Katie.  Katie was just confused. 
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Jensen Overbay 
Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

Grit and Giving 

 Approximately 19 to 25 million soldiers were wounded in World War II. My great 

grandfather Roy Verlin Overbay was one of them, yet his unmatched grit allowed him to 

persevere. Angela Duckworth states in her book Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance 

that one can be successful with the right amount of determination. According to the Merriam-

Webster dictionary grit is “unyielding courage in the face of hardship or danger.” My great-

grandfather displayed grit through portraying great work ethic throughout childhood, exceeding 

the call of duty in war, and servicing his community. 

 Roy grew up with eight other siblings and was very poor. He and his brother J.D. worked 

for what little money they could during their youth. Their father was a sharecropper, forcing 

them to move to multiple farms and perform intense manual labor. They also attended school 

during this time of their lives, travelling three miles daily through vicious rain and snow. They 

typically attended from eight in the morning to around five in the evening. Roy was driven to 

excel in his academics, for he was the first of his family to graduate high school where he was 

salutatorian. He had the opportunity to receive scholarships for college but chose working over a 

higher education. He began working for Eastman in Kingsport, Tennessee, and started dating 

Marjorie Goode, his boss’s daughter, in 1937.  

 They planned on getting married in 1940, but their plans were postponed when he 

enlisted in the army in December of 1940. He reported to the 117th Infantry, 30th Division located 

in Dickson, Tennessee. He was able to return home on Christmas of 1941. He married Marjorie 

on December 29, 1941 in Greenville, South Carolina. He, however, did not get to remain for 

long; he returned to camp on January 2, 1942. In May, he was allowed to return home due to his 
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mother’s declining health. During this same time frame, Marjorie was pregnant with their first 

son, Don. Roy, showing grit despite his circumstances, graduated from OCS and became a 2nd 

Lieutenant.  

 Marjorie and Don moved with Roy to Camp Shelby, Mississippi. Afterwards, Roy joined 

a rifle platoon and boarded a ship to France. He did not fight on D-Day, but arrived just after. 

During his deployment in France, Marjorie gave birth to their second son Lyle. Despite this 

happy moment, Roy had to keep pushing forward in Europe for the sake of his country. He and 

his platoon burned down villages that obtained German soldiers. One day he was behind a stump 

and was hit with an 88 shell in the back. He was tenacious, did not report to medical, and the 

metal remained in his back for the rest of his life. This, however, was not the last injury he would 

suffer. One evening he was talking to two of his sergeants and a shell blew up between them. 

Roy was wounded in his hand and lower abdomen. He was transferred to a hospital in England 

where he underwent two surgeries on his hand. It took him thirteen weeks for his abdomen to 

heal. Roy was too gritty to stop working and giving; once he began walking again he asked the 

nurses if he could help. He began carrying baskets of sterilized instruments from the pharmacy. 

He was moved to two more hospitals after that. The final one being located in Oklahoma, where 

he had two more surgeries.  

While he was in the hospital, Marjorie bought a twenty-five-acre farm.  He returned 

home and began working again but was limited due to his injured wrist. After being home, he 

had a third son David. The three boys, Marjorie, and Roy all worked and lived on the farm. After 

the kids grew up and moved out, Roy and Marjorie became very active in their community. In 

April 1990, they co-founded a new church: Tri-Cities Baptist Church. They bought thirty-three 
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acres of land and tended the land for the grounds of the church. Roy served as a deacon, a 

greeter, and on multiple committees throughout the years.  

Roy Overbay, despite being poor and wounded in war, continued to provide for his 

family. His grit came from love. His love for God, his wife, his children, and his community. 

The foundation of motivation and determination is the key to persevering. With the proper 

foundation, the mentally to give up will not come easily. He continued to show his grit by giving. 

Our grit comes from what drives us and the desire in our hearts to persevere.  
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Olivia Perry 
Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

Endearing 

 It’s endearing how beautiful we once were.  I can recall everything that made us perfect, 

from our small talk to our romantic gestures to each other.  I remember the pet names we would 

refer to each other as, and the love our voices carried when we said them.  I remember what 

made our lives together something special. 

 However, while I remember all of the things that wrote our love story, over the years, you 

seemed to forget.  The pet names began to become hateful and crude.  You stopped your 

romantic gestures, and every time I wished to speak with you, you’d brush me aside and demand 

my silence.  You began to ignore my calls when you started to come home later and later each 

night, and you seemed to not care about my worries.  You always had an excuse for your 

absences, yet your lies could be seen from a mile away. 

 You insisted nothing was wrong.  You insisted that we hadn’t changed; that we were the 

same as we had always been. I knew better, though. You had started to stop loving me.  Your 

words, which were acid to my heart, became physical.  Your threats to harm me were no longer 

just threats. As I followed the cases of your disappearances, you decided to discourage me 

through your actions.  You no longer kissed my skin with tender love; you painted me black and 

blue. 

 I took the grief for so long. I allowed you to morph me into the model you wanted whilst 

you left me and our love. I decided that having your physical body with me was better than 

having the part that once loved me, because you were at least somewhat there.  

 I dealt with you for so many years, until one day I decided that my suffering shouldn’t be 

the outcome of your actions. I decided to finally confront you and change my life. I offered to get 
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you help. I offered to save what little relationship we once had. I offered to be the one you once 

loved unconditionally; yet, you decided to deny me. You decided to rebuke me and throw the 

same cruel words at me and blame your shortcomings on someone who gave you their 

everything. So, I decided to give you what you wanted, and what I deserved. 

 Watching you sleep now, I can recall what made me fall in love with you. I see the small 

freckles that dust the bridge of your nose. I admire your relaxed face, and the way your lips 

slightly part as you sleep. It’s the first time you’ve looked at peace for so long.  

 How I wish things could be different. How I wish that laying with you would be the same 

as it used to be, our legs entangled and your hands running through my hair as you looked at me 

dreamily.  However, I don’t lay with you now. I stand over you as you lay six feet under, with a 

smile on my face as I’m relieved from your pain. And when I brought you to your eternal sleep, I 

made sure your suffering was as great as the amount you gave to me.  
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Maria Romines 
Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

Humble Beginning: 

The Story of My Dad’s Incredible Grit 

 The year was 1943. My great, great grandfather Billy Ray owned a gristmill along the 

river in Sevierville, Tennessee. Life was good for my family. Then, the devastating news came 

about the building of a new dam which would inevitably destroy my family’s land. They sold 

their land for a cheap price and moved to a farm just outside of Grainger County. They had much 

less than before, but they still had some. That was until Billy became fatally ill. Their new home 

began to fill to the brim with hospital bills. When Billy soon died, his children were forced to sell 

the farm. My family was left with absolutely nothing. One man, my dad, changed it all with his 

incredible grit. I agree with Angela Duckworth that anyone can be successful if he or she has 

enough desire and determination because my dad did just that. 

 My dad had a rough childhood. His family moved around a lot within the Sevierville-

Seymour area. As a child, he never had a place to call home. The places he lived were old, dusty 

farm houses with thin walls you could see through. The cold wind could blow right through 

them. The fire-places required twenty-five truckloads of wood each year, and my dad was the 

one who chopped most of it. My grandfather became disabled when my dad was still young. 

From the time my dad could walk, he was working in the fields to pay rent. He always came 

home smelling like cow manure and sweat. My grandmother, dad, his younger brother and two 

sisters would work endlessly to afford a place to live. My dad and his brother would spend any 

extra money they could earn at Bush’s buying bent cans of beans to feed their family. My dad 

learned all about hard work and struggles from a young age. 
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 My dad’s grit was incredibly evident during his teenage years. Since his dad was 

disabled, his mom could not drive, and he was the eldest child, my father received his hardship 

license at the age of fifteen. He was able to drive his family to doctor’s appointments and church. 

I am sure he resembled a busy bee collecting honey on a warm summer’s day because he was so 

busy running errands that he missed most of his freshman year at Sevier County High School. He 

failed every class that year except physical education. Throughout the rest of high school, he 

maintained decent grades. He proudly walked across the stage and collected his diploma in May 

of 1984. His dedication to school had paid off. 

My dad’s greatest heartbreak was the death of his brother. He did not have time for fun or 

friends; he only ever played with his siblings and cousins. That meant that his younger brother 

was his best friend throughout his life. However, his brother’s life ended at the young age of 

fifteen after a fight after school. The loss of his brother was the hardest thing my dad has ever 

gone through. His heart was ripped out of his chest like he was Snow White if the witches 

command had come true. To this day, it is still the only thing I know that can bring my dad to 

tears. 

After high school and the death of his brother, my dad submerged himself in work. He 

worked at Giant’s Food Market for a couple of months before taking on a job at Cherokee 

Textile Mill. The Cherokee Textile Mill was initially a huge blessing for my father. He saved up 

his money, and for Christmas, he was able to purchase sparkling, new bikes for his sisters. 

However, the day after Christmas my dad got laid-off. His family spent the rest of the winter 

frozen with hunger. At the young age of twenty, he was the sole provider for his entire family. 

He worked at Duffs and Cherokee Textile Mills on and off for four years. He was finally able to 

buy his family a real home in 1988. He worked at the jail for two years, but he was fired when a 
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new sheriff came to town.  From 1991 to 1992, he worked at Jack Terry’s well-drilling. He was 

never unemployed for long. He worked at almost anywhere he could. 

 My father’s hard work eventually paid off. He met my mom in 1992 at the age of twenty-

eight; she was his first girlfriend. That same year his father passed away. My dad worked hard to 

save enough money to, with the help of my mother’s father, purchase a house for himself and my 

mom. He went back to work at Cherokee Textile Mill until the birth of my brother in 1997. That 

was my dad’s first huge blessing. He worked at Wolf Construction until my mom became 

pregnant with me in 2000. He got a stable job at the Sevierville Post Office to provide better for 

his family- his mom and sisters and his wife, son, and soon-to-be daughter. On the 26th of May 

2001, my dad met his biggest blessing; I was born.  

 All jokes aside, my dad took his life from nothing to something amazing. It took a lot of 

hard work, but he never gave up. Every time he got knocked down, he got up even stronger. That 

man is made of grit. My dad had the desire for a better life and was determined to achieve it, and 

he did.  Angela Duckworth’s views on grit are correct. Work hard and be patient, and maybe one 

day someone will write an essay about you. 
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Kendra Spurgeon 
Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

More Today Than Yesterday: 

The Motive that Prevailed through Heartache 

If you found yourself staring into the face of danger, what would your reaction be? 

Would it be that of a hero or that of a coward? Although we would all like to say we would play 

the hero, most of us would be lying. You see, heroes are composed of strength, courage, 

selflessness, determination, and passion, or what is most commonly known as grit. When we 

think of grit, other than thinking about the oatmeal looking stuff, we usually picture a tall, 

vigorous man standing 6’6” and muscular. But this story isn't about the man himself; it’s about 

what this man had on the inside. My grandfather Vernon Rosenbalm possessed a grit that most 

desire to have, but few do. My grandfather is not the only one who was a hero in life, but my 

grandmother, Sharon, possessed the greatest amount of grit a woman could.   

The Superman in my life stood about 5’3” on a good day with a walker and an 

overwhelming desire for anything that had chocolate. It was July 11, 1996, a normal day for a 

young entrepreneur, until the moment the thirty-two-year-old would slowly feel his heart begin 

to lose the blood and oxygen flow resulting in an immediate 911 call. The diagnosis: a stroke, the 

reason: unknown. This day would mark the beginning of a lifetime of hospital visits, the endless 

sound of EKG machines, countless MRI’s, continuous searching for a healthy vein for a blood 

test, unceasing bitter cold ER rooms with endless waits, and thousands of assortments of hospital 

socks. The cold touch of a nurse’s hands would soon also encompass the heart-wrenching 

disappointment and tears that would follow him throughout his life. Vernon would live his life 

no longer a thriving young man, but rather a fraction of the man he was before a lifetime of 

painful strokes, heart attacks, surgeries, and therapy treatments. He would be deemed by the 
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entire medical professional field from that day forward as “a medical mystery” until the day he 

died.  From doctor to doctor, specialist to specialist, and nurse to nurse each stood puzzled of 

how he was still alive. As you can see, he should have died that day in 1996 the very first time 

his heart stopped, and several times after that through the years, but his grit would become 

greater than that of any danger he would face.  

Now we know that behind every great superhero is the nerdy sidekick that does all the 

hard work. However, this isn't one of those stories; it’s the story for all the underdogs--Those 

who go unrecognized for their effort in fighting behind the scenes. A particular underdog 

happens to be my grandmother, Sharon. A women married at sixteen, having her first of three 

children by the age of eighteen. She would become not only a helpmate to her husband but rather 

a full-time nurse. Through all the heartaches, heart attacks, disappointing diagnosis, never-

ending nights, and even worse days, she was always right there in the chair next to the bed 

holding his hand as the doctors would crush any hope that remained for a positive outcome. For 

her, it would be a lifetime of praying and wishing the pain gone. She would never complain of 

the tireless nights, nor would she show weakness. Never have any regret for the choices she 

made every day to fight for him and to care for him no matter how exasperating life became.  

They lived by example the words of “their song.” In the film Blue Hawaii, Elvis Presley 

sings the song “Hawaiian Sweetheart”: 

I love you more today 

 More today than yesterday.  

But I love you less today. 

Less than I will tomorrow. 

This song embodied how the continuous love between two people would last even in eternity.  
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It was through those forty-five years of marriage that life shook them to their very core. 

They stared Satan right in the face every time a doctor would utter the words “I can’t explain it.” 

Nevertheless, all the battles and heartaches drew them close together, to fight harder, to love 

more. Their grit was powered by the strongest force on earth: love.  Because at the end of the day 

that’s all they had to give each other, all that was driving them to live. They had vowed to love 

each other and fight for each other more today, than yesterday. Therefore, you see, to be the hero 

in our own life we have to become better than what we were yesterday, to have the grit to face 

tomorrow. 
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Brooke Whaley 
Kay Heck – Sevier County High School 

Down to the Nitty Gritty 

       Angela Duckworth has a bestselling book titled Grit: The Power and Perseverance. This 

book exemplifies exactly what “grit” is; the true definition of “grit” according to Dictorary.com 

reads, “courage and resolve; the strength of character.” In her book, Duckworth argues that 

people can be successful if they have enough desire and determination. I believe her argument is 

extremely valid because of a terrifying experience I’ve had in my life thus far regarding an 

important member of my family. 

       My mother’s name is Shelly and she is my absolute rock. She is approximately my height 

and is always wearing a smile. Her determination to be thankful for each and every day shines 

through her tremendously and here is why. When I was twelve years old, life could not get any 

more perfect for me. I had great friends, played soccer and basketball, had a great family life, 

and was carefree. Unfortunately, a moment came and stopped my family on a dime; my mother 

was rushed to LeConte Medical Center in January of 2013. 

My sister and I and were stopped in our tracks and did not know where to turn. We 

visited her that night in the eerie emergency room and she did not know who we were or where 

she was, she only recognized my grandmother. We stayed for a few hours to allow the diligent 

doctors time to try and figure out her diagnosis, but it seemed as if it were an eternity. We waited 

in a constant state of agony. Before we knew, 3 o’clock in the morning struck, and still no 

answers besides the fact that she was still conscious. Knowing this soothed our emotions beyond 

compare because we knew there was a light at the end of this tunnel we were entering.  Within a 

few minutes of the clock reaching 4 AM, a doctor came to us and informed us that she has had 

an alarming stroke and a seizure. He then proceeded to notify us that she was currently being 
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flown to the University of Tennessee Hospital, where she was currently employed as a medical 

technologist supervisor. My sister, grandmother and I took a few moments to take in the 

information and find peace. We finally headed home around 5 and attempted to get some rest, 

but we all were overcome with worry. When we woke up that morning, we rushed down to the 

hospital to find the doctor in search of my grandmother. He revealed to us that my mother had 

been diagnosed with something called “encephalitis,” this is inflammation of the brain due to an 

infection. Thankfully we were able to visit my mother and tell her we love her and were praying 

for her, even though she was mute. We stayed for roughly 5 hours and headed home because my 

sister and I had school the next day. 

Every day my grandmother would take us after school to go and visit her and she was 

progressing tremendously each and every day we saw her. She eventually grew to know who we 

were, but she could not talk for at least two months. My sister and I knew she was beginning to 

recognize us because the light in her eyes every time we stepped in the room was bright enough 

to light up a city at night. We would sit and talk about our day with her even though we would 

get no response, until one day when she started talking like normal again and we all stood in awe 

and amazement. Even the doctors and nurses who were providing care for her throughout this 

trying time for our family were flabbergasted. She kept fighting to progress and never once gave 

up. After another fatiguing, yet a hopeful month, she was discharged and was able to return 

home. My sister and I were told that my mother was not going to ever be the same, but we were 

overcome with joy that she was coming home.  

After my mother returned home, she was exceedingly different. She was antsy and 

nervous to be home, but we could sense under all of her confusion, she was ecstatic to know she 

was safe and back at home. It was just me, my sister, and my mother living at home, but we were 
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accompanied by a 12-hour nurse for about 6 months after she had been discharged. The nurse’s 

name was Kelly and she served as my mother’s caregiver for the time being. Kelly also held two-

hour rehab sessions with my mother every two days, which included frustrating speech therapy 

for the first hour and promising physical therapy for the last hour; we became really close to her 

and still have contact with her to this day because she grew attached to my family. After the 6 

months, my mother continued to go to speech and physical therapy and fortunately was able to 

drive within one year of her incident. 

 Every day my mother proves to be a fighter and to persevere through her everyday 

challenges. Her attitude is nothing short of positive and she treats every day as a blessing in 

itself. I think anyone who gives attention to her testimony will realize that with determination 

and just the right amount of grit, one can get through absolutely any adversity. In sum, she 

definitely is a perfect definition of a person who shows true “grit” in my opinion. Although it has 

been unfortunate to experience this, it pushes me to never give up when my circumstances 

become challenging. How will you exemplify having grit when adversity arises?  
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Brooklynn Wilson  
Kasey Ferguson - Hancock County High School 

The World through Their Eyes 

 Long ago, in a time where the Earth was peaceful and clean, there lived a group of people 

who resided together in harmony. Each child born there was blessed with brown eyes from the 

soil that their people tended to and walked upon. They cared for the Earth from the day they 

learned how to walk; always going the extra mile to make sure their land stayed green. Nature, to 

them, was of the utmost importance.  

There came a day when a child was born with eyes unlike any other. Swirled with what 

seemed to be the colors of the Earth, the people stared in amazement and awe. Beautiful blue, 

green eyes which resembled that of lakes and greenery. So different was the child that the people 

did not know what to think.  

Down from the sky came a spirit, angelic in its movements. It landed on the ground next 

to the child until slowly a crowd of people formed around it.  

“Behold!” said the spirit. “So generous are your people to the Earth. We have bestowed 

upon this child eyes of that which you so kindly take care of.” Murmurs filled the village. “No 

longer will your people have brown eyes, but also blue, green and mixtures of the three.” From 

this point in time on, the people of Earth have been given the unpredictable gift of eye colors.  
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Christopher Sloan 
Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

Sean is Mine! 

 Christine stood by the window upstairs looking out the window, waiting for the silver car 

with the Pizza Hut logo. The moonlight—it glistened red in her eyes.  

 Tanya was sitting at the enormous dining table that stretched across the room, counting the 

pizza boxes. There were nine counted. 

 And finally, Veronica was sharpening knives in the kitchen. 

 Then, Christine heard a loud shatter downstairs. She sighed, prepared herself for the worst, 

and then slinked down the stairs to see what happened. “Are you kidding me?” Christine yelled 

when she finally saw the mess of glass. “The pizza boy is almost here and now we have to clean 

up this mess!” 

 Tanya lowered her head. “I’ll clean it up.” 

 Christine put the smile back on her face. “Thank you. It’s, uh, it’s fine.” 

 “What, I don’t have to clean it?” 

 “Uh, no,” Christine said, bringing her hands together, “you’re still cleaning it up...” 

 Veronica set her knife down and nudged Tanya to get her moving. Tanya still wouldn’t do 

anything. “I’ll help you clean it up,” said Veronica, “but only if you put in some effort, too.” After 

Veronica’s intervention, Tanya finally went to get the cleaning supplies under the sink and cleaned 

up the red wine mess herself. 

 Then the doorbell rang. The pizza boy had finally arrived. Veronica slipped the knives back 

into the knife block and skipped back over to the dining room and took a seat, waiting eagerly. 

Tanya did the same. Christine slid down the stair railing and opened the mansion’s massive 
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entrance; it was too big to be called a ‘door’. Through the door was the guy delivering the pizza, 

in his pizza guy uniform. 

 “That’ll be thirty dollars,” said the pizza guy, taking the money from Christine’s hand. 

Before he could turn around and get back in the car, Christine started talking to him. 

 “You should have dinner with us,” Christine said, leaning against the doorframe and 

smiling at him. 

 The pizza delivery guy awkwardly half-laughed. “I have other deliveries but I truly am 

thankful for the offer. If you don’t mind.” 

 Christine smirked an evil smirk and gestured to Tanya behind her. Tanya handed Christine 

what she asked for and sat back down at the unusually large dining table, and realigned the pizza 

boxes and the candles on each end. 

 “Your boss called.” Christine slowly brought her hand out from behind herself to reveal a 

gun, pointed straight at the pizza guy’s head. 

“You don’t have any more deliveries tonight.” 

 
 Veronica and Tanya guided the pizza guy to his seat: the throne at the head of the table, as 

Christine stood behind him with the gun pointed to him. He saw the huge chandelier hanging above 

the table, and the tall, spiraling staircase next to the dining room, and he thought of how strange it 

was to be a pizza guy getting murdered by a bunch of creepy women. 

 “So, what is your name?” Veronica asked innocently, staring into his soul. 

 His eyes darted around the room. Once at the window, once at the front door, once at the 

back door, once at the staircase, and back to Veronica. His hands were trembling out of his pockets. 

He tried reaching to his back pocket to get his phone, but it was empty. Christine set the pizza box 

at the center of the table and sat in the chair adjacent to the pizza guy. 
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 “Sean.” 

 Veronica crossed her arms and sipped her glass of water. “Your name’s Sean?” 

 Sean nodded his head, still not making eye contact with her. He reached for his other back 

pocket, and that one was empty too. 

 “You won’t be needing that.” Veronica taunted him and held his phone and battery which 

she removed. “I hope you’re not going to be as much trouble as the last one.” 

 Sean’s eyes widened at the two stacks of pizza boxes. The second stack only had four; the 

other one was five. 

 “You like our little collection?” Veronica removed the box at the bottom of the first stack 

and held it up. “This one was my favorite. It was a shame.” 

 Sean frowned and looked down at his feet, thinking about the situation he got himself into. 

 Veronica took a deep breath and put the box back in place. “But, there will always be 

others.” 

 Meanwhile, Christine and Tanya were preparing the plates and drinks. Christine was 

looking at the glasses she had set out in front of her. It took a minute, but she finally poured wine 

for herself and Sean, and then for Tanya and Veronica. Tanya retrieved four plates from the china 

cabinet and placed them each at their designated spots. Veronica was still chattering away with 

Sean, which wasn’t surprising. She didn’t take her eyes off Sean for even a second since he arrived. 

“Okay!” Christine cheerfully announced from the kitchen. She stepped into view juggling 

the four glasses in her two hands. “Let’s eat before I spill all of this on the floor, shall we?” 
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 “This is absolutely exquisite!” said Tanya, finishing her first slice of pizza. “I love banana 

peppers. That’s something you should know about me. Veronica and Christine always get pissed 

when I ask for banana peppers but they still let me get them so I’m not bothered one bit!” 

 Christine rolled her eyes. She crept next to Sean and whispered in his ear, “She’s so dumb. 

Just ignore everything she says.” 

 Sean looked off to the side, still terrified, reluctantly eating his slice of pizza. Christine sat 

back down and leaned back. 

 “So, Sean, how are you doing?” 

“Been better.” Sean attempted eye contact but failed. 

“Haven’t we all?” Christine laughed and went back to the kitchen to get more wine, which 

relieved Sean by a bit. 

“Can you please just let me go?” He looked puzzled as to why he was still sitting in a 

mansion of crazed lunatics. 

Tanya giggled. “That’s adorable. How sweet.” 

Christine walked back in the room with a full glass and sat down, getting her long hair out 

of her face, which frequently does that and irritates her. She raised and prepared herself to make a 

speech. 

“Cheers to Sean, the last victim to the Pizza Slay Sisters!” They all clinked glasses. 

“Anything you would like to say, Sean?” 

Sean was silent. He wasn’t trembling nearly as much, but his fear still left him in shock. 

He knew that his end was near, and nothing about it was going to be pretty. Despite this, he 

eventually spoke up. “I would like to leave.” 
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Veronica and Tanya cackled an evil laugh. “You will, in a sense,” said Tanya. “You’ll be 

leaving your body. Don’t be so sad though. It’s only life, after all. Really though, us providing you 

a nice dinner and a drink before we kill you is the...least terrible it could possibly be. It’s not like 

we’re torturing you. So just shut up and be grateful.” 

Sean stayed silent, and it was probably for the best. Then Christine finished her glass of 

wine. “Tanya? Veronica?” She handed her and Sean’s glasses to them. “Can you please get us 

more wine?” 

Veronica took Christine’s glass and Tanya took Sean’s glass, and they went to the kitchen 

to refill them. Christine put her hand on top of Sean’s, and spoke quietly, “Don’t worry, Sean.” 

Sean tried to back his hand away from Christine’s, but she was holding on too tightly. “W-

what?” he asked, stuttering. “I don’t wanna die! What d-does this mean?” 

“I really like you. I knew it the second I saw you at the door. You are the one. I had always 

told myself, ‘The last one will be the one’, and I was right. So then, I was like, ‘I surely can’t let 

them do anything to poor Sean. He’s too cute to be killed.’ ” Christine removed her hand from 

Sean’s and looked back to the kitchen. “Should be any second now.” 

Veronica and Tanya finally waltzed on into the dining room with the drinks, barely able to 

keep their balance, and their speech was slurred. “Christine,” Tanya started to ask, “what was in 

that wine? I feel terri—” 

Tanya collapsed onto the floor and died, shattering the glass and spilling her drink 

everywhere. Veronica gasped at Tanya’s corpse. “Christine! What did you—?! You have to pay 

for this!” She took a knife from the table, but before she could run up to Christine to stab her—  

“Sean is mine!” Christine grabbed the gun off the table and shot Veronica in the head, 

killing her instantly. “And he will always be mine! Forever!” 
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Sean tugged and tugged his arm trying to escape Christine’s grasp, but it was no use. Her 

eyes were wide, staring into the darkest corners of Sean’s soul. “I said I wouldn’t let them hurt 

you. A girl keeps her promise.”  

  

She smiled and cocked her head to the side.  

“I mean, how else are we supposed to be together forever?” 
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Poetry is when an emotion has found its thought and the thought 
has found words.  

Robert Frost 
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POETRY WINNER - Gabby King 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Common Condolences 

 

Quiet whispers and salty tears fill the dim-lit hall 

Now grey memories of my timeline standing beside me,  

Shaking hands with sorry, solemn society 

Rotation of phrases with repetition of replies 

Yes. Thank you. We’ll be alright. It’ll get better with time. 

Warm smiles, cold hands, puffy eyes 

Artificial lilies outnumbering the caring daisies 

Receiving all this attention that has been fertilized with regret 

What memory do I have with them? 

We were how close? 

Rows gather under the brittle voice of Amazing Grace 

Jesus or Hell barked at the congregation 

Oh they were always a kindhearted, generous person 

Chronicles of my life watered down to a sappy goodbye 

Followed by flags of remembrance to my final home 

With granite casement and window boxes full of my faded fake flowers 
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HONORABLE MENTION POETRY - Madison Coleman 

Karin Orchard – Daniel Boone High School 

You are Loved 

 

Emptiness 

Loneliness 

My heart is wounded 

Who would even love a plain girl like me? 

 

My brain is fuzzy 

Similar to a snowy tv screen 

It says it’s “on” 

But nothing comes through 

 

Except I am notified of 

unfavorable ideas 

Faults and worries 

Areas I fall too short 

 

I try to turn it off 

To set aside the rumbling in my brain 

I remember what I’ve been told 

It’s fading… fading… fading 

 

My vision appears 

I see a man standing high up, fury in him 

A congregation praising glory 

Light seeps through the glass window panes 

 

My surroundings are clear 

The sermon drifts through my ears 
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I am told that undeniably He loves me 

He thinks that I am perfect 
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HONORABLE MENTION POETRY - Lauren Hounshell 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

“I Wish I Could Go Back” 

 

As I work and wait all day long 

I see more and more come through the gates 

I see myself in the past-not knowing of what will come 

I wish I could go back 

 

As I decay in my barrack 

I see prisoners striving to please the guards 

I see breath knocked out of the man as he endures the blow 

I wish I could go back 

 

As I stand in line for the scraps 

I see people shriveling of hunger 

I see no manna for my people 

I wish I could go back 

 

As I hear the screams coming from the fiery furnace 

I see the fire by night 

I see no cloud by day 

I wish I could go back 

 

As I count the knots connecting the rope to the beam 

I see tiny dangling feet 

I see no twitch of the toes 

I wish I could go back 

 

As I work and wait all day long 

I see a future like my past 
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I see no escape to this recurring mare of Night 

I wish I could go 
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HONORABLE MENTION POETRY - Cole Robertsen 

Amber Hipshire - Cherokee High School 

Alabaster Dust. 

 

WOOSH! 

I coat your world in a frosted kingdom. 

My castle is your eyelashes, nose, and fingers. 

I rest in your palm, yet I fight savagely on the jade pillars that cut through my abundance, 

Coy warriors of the earth; the emerald daggers collect my warriors in pitied rage. 

I block your way, my thieving body lying like a sleeping hulk on your doorstep. 

I steal your food with alabaster knives. 

I am your soldier and I am your king, 

And in this world I rule, yet... 

I am as gentle as a faun that resides in sunlit meadows. 

I am as soft as moss that creeps on the sides of trees, clinging for the life that they steal. 

I am as loving as a mother that holds her children through my wrath. 

I am the ash that is frozen, the product of life and the cold of my depression. 

I am me. 

I am you. 

I am snow. 
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HONORABLE MENTION POETRY - Brice Anderson 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Goat of Duality 

 

Hard horns curl and knot against the head of a serpent 

Hiss and lick from the ragged, sharp tongue 

Wisdom fills like pus and froths 

Truth revolts and riots with neglect 

the mouth of an ancient philosopher 

Duality of man and beast 

 

Bold, pale shoulders caress raw arms 

“Solve” and “Coagula” chiseled and embroidered 

Set in stone the great words stain and ingrain themselves to the hardy muscles 

As wet concrete of the forbidden and hidden groom the damaged fingertips 

Duality of dissolve and coagulate 

 

A breasted chest of individuality 

In which humanity tries to miserably nurse from 

A masculine humanistic and draconic torso 

Emulsified with scales of the self as the snakes of worship collide 

Duality of man and woman  

 

As the moons of luminous and tenebrous wane 

“As above, so below” 

As above, skin encased crown 

Germinating an erratic carved column of wax and wick 

“Cry out loud!” with the flick of the black, scourged flame  

As below, hooves on the ground  

The digitigrade legs cross with meditation 
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In which curse and naught at the incarcerated mind 

Duality of light and dark  
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HONORABLE MENTION POETRY - Morgan Poppenga 

Melinda Derrick - Sevier County High School 

Found Poem 

The Lone Ranger. 

A Secret Hero. 

I was too good for this war.  

I did not want to die.  

Certain blood was shed for uncertain reasons.  

I was no soldier. 

 

Courage comes to us in infinite quantities.  

Canada printing itself out in my head.  

I was going to run like hell and never stop.  

But I realized that Canada had become a pitiful fantasy. 

Silly and Hopeless. 

 

I was exhausted.  

Dizzy with sorrow. 

I felt paralyzed. 

It’s not a happy ending. 

I was a coward.  

I went to the war.  

                                                  From The Things They Carried  

     “On the Rainy River” 

        By Tim O’Brien 
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HONORABLE MENTION POETRY - Mustafa Abdulhussein 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Struggle of Success 

 

I am hilarious and intelligent 

I wonder if there truly is a white elephant  

I hear its trunk roar  

I see the Jeep’s black door 

I want to succeed 

I am hilarious and intelligent 

 

I pretend I’m on top of the world 

I feel like I’m living the underworld  

I touch the blazing fire 

I worry about an antagonizing white barbed wire  

I cried and cried and pondered and curled 

I am hilarious and intelligent  

 

I understand the life I’ve chosen is difficult 

I say it’s indeed worth an insult  

I dream of a brighter future 

I try to tangle it with humour 

I hope to stumble upon the past success of my descendant 

I am hilarious and intelligent   
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Maryuri Alvarado 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School  

Hot Chocolate 

 

Lengthened time, unforgettable hell, vein cutting distance that knows no restraint. 

Do you remember a fierce whispering breeze  

the call of my mournful soul desperate for an embrace  

from that person whom I miss?  

 

Warm chocolate taste makes my throat ache, but what can the pain be?  

The bittersweet taste or the thorns stuck to my bloody vein? 

Hot chocolate scent saturates the memories of regret.  

That one day parting was our biggest mistake,  

but how could I know the path I was to take  

when you said goodbye  

to an infant who comprehended  

nothing  

of the journey to the depths of despair.  

 

White hairs are the beauty of experience they say,  

but does it have the same significance for me who is every day swelled with strength  

wishing you could as well be soaked with breath instead of wrinkles every flying day?  

Please do not slip away  

through your life stories and never-ending tales  

allow me once more to taste your hot chocolate of knowledgeable regret.  
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Ansley Atchley 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Plastic 

 

Cold 

Shiny 

Hard 

Tap Tap 

On the glass 

Is anyone home? 

I see the eyes 

I see the mouth 

I see the nose 

Tap Tap 

Is anyone home? 

 

I hear the voice 

I hear the laugh 

I hear the cry 

Tap Tap  

Is anyone home? 

 

I feel the flesh 

I feel the touch 

I feel the absence  

Tap Tap 

Is anyone home? 

 

I smell the hair 

I smell the perfume 

I smell the breathe  
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Tap Tap 

Is anyone home? 

 

I long for connection 

I long for understanding 

I long for love 

Tap Tap 

No one is home. 
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Laken Barber 

Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

The Years Wasted 

 

daydreaming in a high school class 

it's physics, math, or something like that 

I'm sitting in a chair 

looking out the windows 

the sun setting slowly 

our best years wasted 

inside, on those old chairs 

I could be playing and running 

before my legs fail 

daydreaming in a university class 

it's calculus, algebra, or something like that 

I'm sitting in a chair 

looking out the only small window 

the sun setting again 

our best years wasted 

I could be travelling and discovering 

before my legs fail 

daydreaming in the job 

it's in an office, small 

the chair is better 

no need for windows 

the computer is my window to the world 

and the sun still sets 

I think how our best years were wasted 

and there was nothing I could do to change it 
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Will Barker 

Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

On Jackalopes and Atomic Bombs 

 

In my room a time ago 

The plow said to me 

Don’t go to lands unfamiliar 

For only here you will be free 

 

An age goes by of coal and gas 

I sit in my room and watch it pass 

 

I just sit in there as progress is made 

Years gone by, without a second thought 

Curious, I approach the kettle  

And a question I did allot  

 

“Why be inside when there is so much out there. 

There are revolutions going on while I’m in my room” 

“Those men are mad...” it started to say 

“…following them will lead to nothing ‘cept your doom.” 

 

 

So back I go, to my dreadful chamber 

Nothing to do but submit 

I conjured a plan of escape 

Hoping that it could outwit  

 

On the night I was to go away 

Who was to stop me but a trebuchet 
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“Why do you depart on the eve of the atomic bomb 

Can’t you see that destruction is all that awaits you      

And what about your family, the ones you love 

Wasted potential is all you will accrue” 

 

“Knowledge is the path I seek 

Escape from the ways archaic 

Fragmented glass is the state 

Of your broken mosaic” 

 

He stared at me as passed 

Eyes full of anguish 

Down the hall I now go 

Leaving behind a life of languish 

 

This hall is long and winding 

Surely akin to a journey 

Skepticism plagues my mind 

Ideas wrestling in a tourney 

 

Foreign ideas are now my life 

Was this the path to choose 

If everything falls apart 

I am the only one to accuse 

 

 A long ways down I was stopped 

For in my path there was a division 

Words I could then hear 

Coming from a television 

 

“One path is that of fools 
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Leading back to what you know 

The other is what you seek 

Take it to end your woes” 

 

I linger on his words a bit 

Then realize they are one-sided 

“They are not fools” I say 

“Just simply Misguided” 

 

I take the path I know is true 

Pulling my emotions through 

 

Towards the end of this corridor 

At the end I spot a door 

 

Electric brains I can hear outside 

My trip now almost justified 

 

With my campaign’s end in sight 

I open the door 
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Drew Bradley 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

Why Can't a Dream Become a Reality? 

Musings before Reading Don Quixote 

 

Silly thoughts race through his mind 

Even though his time is near. 

His heart cries a soon forgotten way 

Knighthood, knighthood. 

His eyes begin to shine 

With a glimmer of pride. 

For the people by the people 

Knighthood, knighthood. 

Now begins his adventure 

the galloping of his noble steed 

 Alongside is his trusted squire. 

Together they embark on a journey 

Knighthood, knighthood. 

The quest is quite simple  

Just to defend the good 

And then slay the evil 

Knighthood, knighthood. 

Though it sadly must be said 

That he is just a sad old fool 

For his quest has been imaginary 

Knighthood, knighthood. 
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Ashlynne Brown 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Cross Country 

 

Takes endurance, perseverance, resilience 

The hills, turns, and straight aways are all part of it 

Practices are far from over and the races have just begun 

Staying with the pack even when it gets tough 

The race just keeps going even when you cannot  

 

No substitutions or breaks 

No quitting when the going gets tough 

No timeouts as time goes on 

No excuses 

 

It is as fun as having competition almost daily 

Having a team that pushes you 

They motivate you even when a race gets atrocious 

The competition never ceases to go away 

Wanting to beat every single person that is in front 

Then, boom!  

 

The race requires strength and it is only halfway over  

 

Staying with it even when you want to quit 

Staying with the pack no matter how challenging it is 

Staying with them as more strength is required 

And eventually passing them as the end of a race is approaching 
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Emily Broyhill 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Roam Free 

 

I am wild yet caged. 

I wonder if I will ever roam free. 

I hear the perched birds singing their melodies. 

I see the mountains resting, ancient, before me. 

I want to breathe with them. 

I am wild yet caged. 

 

I pretend I can wander the forest. 

I feel longing for the trees my fingertips cannot graze. 

I touch the rushing river water. 

I worry for what the future holds. 

I cry for places long untouched, barely known. 

I am wild yet caged. 

 

I understand the cost of loneliness. 

I say I can make it on my own, just the wilderness by my side. 

I dream about the cool Finnish skies illuminated by dancing lights. 

I try to keep my head high and emotion down. 

I hope for the day I am able to roam free. 

I am wild yet caged. 
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Rachel Burke 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Bitterness 

 

Cancer in a hurting heart 

Chomping, chewing, creeping 

Lurking in the broken cracks  

The bitterness festers  

It is contagious, an epidemic enslaving 

Victim after victim after victim 

No search for a cure 

The bitterness triumphs 

However, an overlooked cure emerges 

Unwanted by many, chosen by few 

With the price of pride they choose love  

The bitterness weakens 

Love lavishing each ill person 

Eradicating every morsel of evil 

The bitterness is defeated 

Love wins 
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Hannah Carr 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Redeemed 

 

Weights dragging, smiles lacking,  

She had a ball and chain some may say,  

Until that very day, 

The day she met a man who could do more for her,  

Than any person ever before,  

 

Heart pounding, pressure building, eyes widening, 

Thump, thump, thump, 

Tears begin to stream down her face, 

The girl lifts her head yelling, “I’m free, I’m free, I’m finally free,” 

 

A heavenly smile is broadcasted upon her cheeks, 

Dimples showing, heart calm, power-filled, 

She now walks with an angelic stride, 

Sharing her story far and wide 
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Anna Cole 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

The I.D. 

 

Illness has always been my true enemy 

She finally caught up to me 

I could no longer escape her 

She made me wheelchair bound 

unable to live my life independently 

She rushed me to the hospital  

without time to prepare 

All senses were removed 

error, freedom, and dignity consumed my life 

stripped of everything I cared about. 

She attracted the man Depression  

they thrived together 

They fed off of eachother 

Together they covered me in darkness 

they fell into a destructive love  

Combined they left me in a the darkness 
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Lydia P. Myers 

Melinda Derrick - Sevier County High School 

                Bouquet 

 

Bouquet 

Bright, Brilliant 

Blooming, Glowing, Blushing 

A gift of love or of solace 

Blossoms 
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Jarrett Connatser 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Mahatma Gandhi 

 

Mahatma  

Influential, peaceful, spiritual, compassionate  

Husband of Kasturba Gandhi, father of India  

Who loved his people, his country, and fighting for change  

Who felt oppressed, betrayed, and humiliated by the powers in charge   

Who feared that India would never gain independence, feared his acts fuelled hatred, and feared 

his dreams would never come to fruition 

Who was the sole representative of India in London and liberated a country through the power of 

peace and perseverance 

Who wanted to see a India rid of poverty and see his neighbors given the same opportunities 

regardless of complexion or nationality  

Born in Porbandar, India and died in New Delhi, India  

Gandhi  
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Peyton Conner 

Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

Life 

 

Life is scary but also fun.  

It’s full of surprises and twist and turns. 

You never know what hand you will get. 

But your perspective is your own. 

You don’t have to be rich to have a good life. 

Because the poorest of people have the richest experiences. 

It doesn't matter where your from because we all matter. 

Big or Little yours life matters. 

We have times were its hard but we pick ourselves up and keep going. 

Lifes is how we pick ourselves up after we fall. 

Its full of meaning. 

Scientist have tried to understand it. 

But it’s not a science its life. 
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Grace Crowder 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

I am 

 

I am broken 

I wonder how I got this way 

I hear people laughing 

I see them having fun 

I want to be them 

I am broken 

 

I pretend that I am happy  

I feel myself slipping away 

I reach for the sky - I can't touch it 

I worry that i’ll feel this way forever 

I cry as my thoughts overtake my mind 

I am broken 

 

I understand that I must go on 

I say i’m fine 

I dream of a time when I didn’t feel this pain  

I try to be normal 

I hope one day I will no longer feel this way - but for now I persevere 

I am broken 
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Alisha Dalton 

Kasey Ferguson - Hancock County High School 

The Decaying Tree 

 

Although the night was calm 

And the stars were bright 

The tree’s sorrow still lingered 

And it lingered closely 

Just as if it were in the soil 

Beneath this tree 

Growing into its roots 

Covering the gaps needed 

To grow a fresh start 

 

The leaves fell slowly 

And the idea of knowing 

What surrounded its ground 

Quickly passed by its bark 

 

The tree was decaying 

And its presence had begun to fade 

Knowing the crow is near 

 

Along the branches grew more 

Than dying fruit and browning leaves 

Its stems provided a greater food 

A food for itself 

Though the tree progressively fell 

On its own 

The crow flew by and picked the tree’s last 

Fruit 
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The decaying tree fell over 

Waiting to know the weather surrounding 

The shining trees elsewhere 

If they existed 

But it was as if this tree was the only 

One being impacted by the 

Calm, starry night 

As if the stars had fell 

And the weather had corrupted 

The once tranquil 

But now fallen 

Decayed Willow Tree. 
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Hugo De La O Mendoza 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Shadows Speak 

 

Creek Creek 

Sound underneath my bed 

Trying to reach for air  

My chest compressed as if there were bricks laid upon me 

Finally my lungs slowly growing as I took a breath 

My eyes awakening from deep slumber  

Shadows stand near, that I could hear them breathe 

Inaudible, as if they were trying to say something  

The trembling what felt like an earthquake, but it was just me  

I only felt the shake 

My body feeling bleak as it were below freezing  

The thermostat stated otherwise 

Swoosh Swoosh 

The shadows dancing across my room  

The eerie feeling of being watched 

Forcing myself to get up 

No bone, system, or muscle being able to work 

My body laid motionless, vulnerable  

The warmth of my blood was the only thing that I could feel 

The shadows watched over me  

SHH! SHH! 

Whispers from the wind  

I closed my eyes, reopened 

Suddenly the figures disappeared  
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Wyatt Deyton 

Karin Orchard – Daniel Boone High School 

Ich brenne mit dem Teufel 

 

As I wander through the halls of the world I once knew 

I truly feel a never ending sense of dread 

Through all the walls I could hear the screaming of those few 

Those who love me are now screaming in their bed. 

 

The revolving cold eyes of those I had known 

Always felt worse when I knew I was alone 

They stare at me through the walls of my home never letting me go 

I can’t help but smile at the cries of those I know. 

 

I never lived a happy life, I always had hateful words to spew 

Even when presented with the gift of my own blood, I was never happy with those I had bred 

A disappointment I always was, never letting anyone feel but blue 

I wanted them to be locked up, hidden in the shed. 

 

 

 My wife was the same story as the rest, cold as stone 

Mocking me as if I was nothing but a drone 

I’ve seen what she does, it shakes me to the bone 

As the whore lets men steal from me, all that I owned. 

 

 I never excelled at my occupation, a lonely carpenter who has nothing but shame 

I would help in any way I could, giving people what they wanted 

But when their products broke, I was always the one to blame 

It could never be their fault, they said unto me, as all I could feel was as if I was being taunted. 

 

Education was also a rather sore spot for me 
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It never once allowed me to feel glee 

The educators would mock me, my peers as well 

I can tell you this, being pushed around doesn’t feel swell. 

 

And now as I walk down these halls, it all comes crumbling down 

Nothing is sacred anymore, we all die eventually 

Just like my parents before, I shall too drown 

For I am nothing but a filthy sinner, and the devil will always get his debt providently 

 

Where are my mother and father now, anyway? 

Perhaps they will suffer with me, as my flesh burns away 

And as those I know ascend and I go below, I dare not say I love them 

For I do not feel for those weaker than I, not even so. 

 

Mothers are supposed to love their children, let them feel glee 

But this fowl witch brought me anything but 

Yes, she truly brought despair unto me 

She made me feel depressed, made me keep myself shut 

 

 My father was no better, he was worse at that 

He would lie around the house being tired and fat 

I wasn’t allowed to mess up according to him 

I would be penalized for doing so in a manner rather grim 

 

 Burns, bruises and emotional scars all together brought me to where I am tonight 

As I roam these damned halls, feeling my flesh peel from the bone 

I realize the sad truth to the world, why I gave up my fight 

This poor old sinner will burn with the rest, for I am truly all alone. 

 

It’s all been leading up to now; the screaming has finally stopped 

I’m free yet i’ve never felt worse during this final exam 
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A test of fate that I have topped 

That my dear devil, is who I truly am. 
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Ethan Dockery 

Kay Heck – Sevier County High School 

 

Goodnight 

A good night 

It begins light 

Eyes start to close 

Dreams start to show 

  

Wake up to a new day on the fresh blue grass 

Go and let the sun shine its rays into your eyes 

Give a wave and give a good morning to the folks you pass 

Witness the birds perform their dances in the great green skies 

Go eat the pastries as if they were made at home 

Give life a reminder that you aren’t alone 

 

Dreams start to close 

Eyes start to show 

The bright light 

A good night 
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Ethan Fink 

Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

The Color of Her Eyes 

 

The color of her eyes, I will never forget 

How they lit up the room with one glance 

So bright and happy, but at times so empty and bleak 

How I wish to fill that emptiness 

But that will never be 

for she shall never 

Love me 

 

Her smile was wide and bright 

Nothing could stop her 

She would never fall 

How I wish to raise her higher 

How I wish for her to be free 

How I wish that she would look at me 

With those eyes, that smile 

But that shall never be 

For she shall never  

Love me 

 

Now here I lay, sad and bleak 

Wishing for someone to carry me 

When I saw her leave 

She never looked back, held her head high 

How I will never forget 

The color of her eyes 
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Hunter Fromm 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

United? 

 

America, such a beautiful place, 

 filled to the brim of all cultures. 

 A land destined for unity and greatness. 

 A safehouse for the failing and the downtrodden. 

 Some say America is an ideal place, 

 but nothing is flawless. 

 Not even the freedoms can help make it perfect. 

 Some of the freedoms ruin progress to perfection like a double edged sword. 

 Every person has an opinion. 

 With every opinion comes they become divided. 

 Religion, ethics, and race these are just a few thing that divide them. 

 The controversy, the discrimination, the hostility of the very freedoms ruin the progression of 

 this objective.  

These are the things that make America both divided and united,  

and leaves questions for all to think about.  
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Michael Glenn 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School  

The Fear of Not Knowing 

 

Tick-Tock Tick-Tock 

Time passes as a snail meandering across a rock 

Tick-Tock Tick-Tock 

What is that noise, as employees begin to feel the desk rock... 

 

Boom! Crash! 

To the stairs they begin to dash 

Boom! Crash! 

The objects, as wood in a campfire, slowly turn to ash 

 

Sizzle. Poof! 

The men in uniform try to aid, although they are not fireproof 

Sizzle. Poof! 

Debris and ambers fall like hail from the roof 

 

Shh 

The news is on… 

 

Buzz! Buzz!  

Breaking news…or actually breaking the hearts of those watching 

Families in worry if their loved ones would return 

Watching the door and waiting for a call 

As they sat in front of the TV set, all they could do...was bawl  
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Daniel Gomez 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

The Confrontation 

 

Now we stand face to face,  

The light thump, thump, thump of my heart fills the electric air with sound. 

I always wished I could avoid this place, 

But I knew that to bring an end to the nightmare, I must pound you into the ground. 

 

You lashed out at me,  

Reminding me of the many times I have come to this place and failed to change the result. 

However, this time I refuse to be 

Killed again by the blows raining upon my heart, and being indoctrinated into your cult. 

 

I threw the fist I forged with years of defeat and training, 

Which have bled every day from the constant barrages upon the walls. 

The blood flying from the impact singing 

The tale of my crawl from the abyss after the sinister fall. 

 

I will not die again, 

The crack and crunch of my bones fills the air as my desire collides with yours. 

I will bring about your end, 

And I will finally see the sweet sunrise hidden behind the clouds that pours. 

 

You have no place in my life any longer,  

Since I have returned stronger. 
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Andria Griffin 

Karin Orchard – Daniel Boone High School 

As the Days Go By 

 

The soft breeze is calm. 

A tree stands at the top of a mountain. 

The cherry blossoms have bloomed. 

I stand idly by watching as the wind carries the cherry blossoms down the mountain. 

The blossom lands in the water at the foot of the mountain and twirls around, 

Not knowing it has made its course. 

It was simple. 

The cherry blossom blooms and throughout its life it sits and waits to fall. 

Is its purpose to wait for the day that it’s life halts? 

It is all too surreal. 

This feels familiar. 

My worries have taken interest in a little flower. 

I realized my worries heighten when the little blossoms fall because 

It was not simple. 

I am the blossom. 

My worries weigh down on my shoulders. 

My time in this world feels strained, feels objected. 

Time is not an object; I cannot preserve it. 

My fear of time running out becomes all too real.  

As I watch the flower lay in the water, 

The cherry blossom stays afloat, 

And that somehow gives me a little bit of hope. 
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Winston Guiverra 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Expectations 

 

Do you believe it can be stopped?  

Do you believe you know what it is? 

It did kindly prevent for me, it kindly caused for me too. 

Thud. Bzzt. Thud. 

Does it scare you?  

Make you shiver?  

It should. 

You can cause, you can influence, but can you prevent? 

It does prevent, it does occur, should it also destroy? 

 

Annoyances, however hard they try, 

Will always be angry. 

I cannot stop but to listen to the furious annoyances. 

They screech. 

THUD. BZZZT. THUD. 

Deep down into darkness of the annoyances. 

The noxious and the indignant, flow down so gently down into the sound of the storm.  

 

I cannot help but to cease and look at the mental breakdowns. 

How happy they sound, the mental breakdowns. 

 

THUD! BZZT! THUD! 

Never have I seen them so happy to be alive. 

The physical, the moral, the genial, they will never forget. 

Never. 
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The bug, in its way, the defect of fault.  

THUD!! BZZT!! THUD!! 

It is here, and ready to fulfill its purpose. 
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Samuel Haynes 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Go to Sleep 

 

The voices, the voices never rest! 

Stop! Go! Fast! Slow! 

Why can’t they quit? 

Alone, alone is where I can escape. 

But not the darkness. 

The dark starts a spark! 

Spark! Park! Noah’s Ark! 

All I desire is to dream away… 

The candle that illuminates next to me burns with a bright radiance. 

I become the small flame. 

I dance the night away… I dance… I dance until I fade. 

Maybe someday I will be freed, 

Liberated from this awful pain. 

For now I dream of that day. 

Day… way… sun ray…  

The morning light hits my face! 

Face! Pace! Human Race! 

I can’t live in the real world any longer so I’ll… sleep. 

Sleep forever…  
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Brittney Henriquez 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Be Yourself 

 

To all who lower their head in shame, 

Scared to stand out,  

Cower to anyone who looks your way  

words, names, and jokes  

Like the hum of swarming bees surrounding you  

Cutting you down, 

Drowning in expectations 

Trying to change your ways  

 

Trying to fit in  

To scared of the whispers and taunts  

Molded by everyone’s expectations  

Becoming someone you’re not  

 

But why? Imperfection is beauty . 

Be unique, no one is you,  

Don’t give up yourself for approval  

Soon they’ll realize too  

Being different is what makes you  

you 
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Autumn Hicks  

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Time Wasted Away. 

 

Minutes turned into hours.  

Weeks turned into months.  

Trying to rid myself of the days to come 

The joys of it all began to fade away like a washed up clam without the pearl. 

Maintaining my silence with denial.  

Silently drowning to the same whirl that took the value.  

I remained stilled to the the waves beneath 

Trying to find my peach.   

Hoping to forget how to float.  

My ignorance keeping me ashore  

Not knowing where I’d go.  

Trying to grab the same ground that’s pushing me away  

For I’m just a rebound in the current.   

Minutes turned to hours.  

Weeks turned to months. 

I had always though that heartache would never come  

For the reason I am pained  

was the break of wasted wishes  

For they whispered away in a lovely Lullaby   

Draining me of color and keeping me bare.  

For I’m wasted away trash with nothing to spare.  

Here I am, sinking in despair. 
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MacKenzie Jordan 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Glass Butterflies 

 

Glass Butterflies are known to fly alone 

But sometimes, they get thrown a bone. 

The generous butterflies help the Glass ones out 

Even when they begin to doubt.  

The Glass butterflies are extremely fragile 

And often, they carry too much to handle. 

Nothing they do is ever enough 

And to others, it seems, their life is quite tough. 

Higher and higher, their own standards rise 

Until everyone can hear their cries. 

Wave after wave of barreling wind knocks them back 

Eventually, their wings begin to crack. 

Undeniably broken, they begin to fall apart 

Until they end up right back at the start. 

Shattered and ruined, they wish to rise once more 

Even though they are clearly stuck on the floor. 

Their standards climb, higher and higher 

Until, even they can see the height of what they desire. 

Finally, they realize that their habits have no clarity 

And that they no longer desire popularity. 

Content with being them, they drop their standards 

And finally, they realize, that everything is not over. 
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Bianca LoCicero 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

From Laundry to Roses 

 

I am from laundry, 

from Great Value laundry sheets and Arm and Hammer detergent. 

I am from the sprinklers in the backyard. 

(Drizzling, refreshing, creating laughter and lighthearted memories.) 

I am from roses 

whose name, color, and scent characterize my mother. 

I’m from road trips and short stature, 

from Rose Marie Luongo and Roselily Mercado LoCicero. 

I’m from Saturday cookouts and mountain excursions, 

from “Don’t make my mistakes.” and “Work hard!” 

I’m from morning devotionals and Wednesday afternoon sermons. 

I’m from Lockport and the cross between the LoCicero’s and the Mercado’s dishes, 

traditional Italian lasagna and Filipino adobo. 

From the letters my parents exchanged across 8,207 miles, 

my mother’s migration from the Philippines to America. 

Deep in the abyss of an elderly coffee table lies a stack of photo albums, 

composed by my mother and grandmothers. 

I am from these pictures, these faces-- 

I am a rose petal budding,  

commemorating the wilted ones. 
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Jaimie Maltese 

Melinda Derrick - Sevier County High School 

That I Know 

 

Children of bones walk the desert. 

They trudge along the yellow sands. 

Dust burns their eyes. 

No one to hold them. 

No one to help them. 

There is no semblance of refuge, 

That I know of. 

 

Children of paper rot in prison. 

The beasts say they are learning. 

But chains are no way to learn. 

Their minds are green gilded. 

Their minds are stolen. 

There is no sign of escape, 

That I know of. 

 

Children of war fight their battles. 

Violent fathers strike their faces. 

Silent mothers say nothing. 

They know no peace. 

They know no quiet. 

There is no notion of love, 

That I know of. 

 

Children live in famine, 

Their creativity is ripped to shreds, 

And they are beaten to smithereens. 
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But through the darkness and savage wastes, 

When all indications of solace are lost, 

There is hope. 

For that, 

That I know. 
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Tara Manis 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Fantasies  

 

I am strong and intelligent. 

I wonder what will my future hold.  

I hear an owl weep.  

I see Olympus in the starry night sky. 

I want to achieve greatness with my life. 

I am strong and intelligent.  

 

I pretend l am a demigod.  

I feel the feathers on the wing of a phoenix.  

I touch the wing of Typhon. 

I worry about the path I will take. 

I cry for my Mamaw.  

I am strong and intelligent. 

 

I understand that I am well taken care of. 

I say the choices you make do not define you. 

I dream of traveling around the world. 

I try to achieve my goals. 

I hope to make my life meaningful.  

I am strong and intelligent. 
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Caitlyn Mattox 
Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

“Shedding the Scales” 

 

I can still hear your voice slithering from your lips 

The words ingraining themselves into my skull 

Your bitterness towards me never ceased 

Even though our time has come and gone 

The tension between our souls cuts deep 

 

I can still see the venomous malice of your eyes  

Glaring into the depths of my soul 

Your jealousy towards me prevailed  

Beyond the goodness of your heart 

The tension between our souls cuts deep 

 

I can still feel the coarseness of your hands 

Carving their path throughout my body 

Your greediness towards me spread 

Like wildfire to every inch of me I had left 

The tension between our souls cuts deep  

 

I can still sense the power of your crude motives 

Strengthening as time went along 

Your loathing of me sunk deep into my veins 

Poisoning the very brinks of my well being 

The tension between our souls cuts deep 

 

The tension between our souls cut deeper everyday 

Eventually-- 

Your harshness choked every dream I had to death 
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Leaving me to be nothing! 

Nothing, but shattered pieces of a once hopeful spirit 
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Noah Meade 
Karin Orchard – Daniel Boone High School 

silent 

 

As kids, we were told to be seen but never heard. Most of us were told to never utter a word.  When 

I grew up, I always loved to be the center of attention at my house. I was taught at a young age to 

express myself. A good lesson all kids should learn. One day my family was going to a funeral. 

As I waited in line I began to notice a woman sobbing in the back of the room, and of course being 

the child who wanted everyone to smile I went to her. I remember pulling out deck of cards from 

my pocket as I sat down beside her. She watched me still crying as i performed a magic trick for 

her. When I finished she smiled and hugged me. My parents seeing the red playing cards in my 

hand was engulfed in rage. When I got home I was punished and sent to my room. Later that 

evening my mother came in slowly as if she was about to surprise me. She looked over me with 

her kind eyes trying to calm the storm of confusion I was in. She told me something I would never 

forget. She said “Our mouths are like doors, meant to be opened one minute and closed the next.” 

That phrase sank into my stomach like a fist. A couple years later I was in middle School. The 

time for change. In more ways than one. I was so excited. I was like a seed ready to sprout and 

grow into the beautiful flower I was meant to be. The first day home room. Like death the teacher 

killed the noise of class and started. His opening statement is one that shocked me. “In my class 

no one's voice is important except mine.” Those words. These little words that would mean nothing 

to an adult felt like knives eating away at my sides. From day after wretched day I was confined 

to a desk that was not my own. In a classroom that I couldn't call home. I took note from a teacher 

who I could not picture as a friend or instructor instead as the king and executioner. And all that 

would circle in mind was my mother’s words “Our mouths are doors “ “our mouths are like doors” 

She said this to me but never warned me that that door was locked shut tight with bolts to keep it 

forced closed. Until the moment they are ready to manipulate it. And what do about this? We grow 

up. Have kids and teach them that this injustice is just how it is. Instead of letting them think for 

themselves we force their mouth shut as if dealing with Pandora's box.  To this day kids believe 

that their opinions never matters so it's best to never say a word. To stay silent and out of the way. 

This endless cycle can be broken. But it starts with you. Before undermining a kid because of his 
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age let him speak his opinion. Let him know you will listen. And soon life will change the cycle 

will break and the world can rest safely knowing that the future truly does rest on the children 
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Aislinn McElhaney 

Melinda Derrick - Sevier County High School 

Ephemerality 

 

The Sun rises; 

beams strike through broken blinds like an arrow. 

Warming rays wrap around me; 

they hold me. 

A once desolate room now blooms with life. 

But how long will this last? 

This fulfilled void surfacing is nothing but an hourglass-- 

only a matter of time. 

Chilling darkness soon overcomes; 

life is lost.  

The Sun sets, 

but in time 

it will rise again.  
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Caylin McFall  

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School  

“True Beauty” 

 

“Beauty is in the eye of the beholder”  

A saying that never seems to be true  

Because one’s beauty is all that matters  

And if you can’t show it on your skin  

Then no one cares to see within  

Heart, personality, charm  

All lost in the shadow of physical things  

Eyes over power the heart  

What one sees becomes only what matters 

The heart starts to fade  

Feelings never feel the same  

Time and time again  

people have come and gone  

Cause seeing isn’t always believing  

Passion for love decreases  

Lust longingly lingers  

Encapsulating the mind  

Now the heart  

And the eyes  

A void is all that is left  

The ideas of the past  

Cause now that your “love” doesn’t last  

You pass it by  

Belittling the idea  

Scoffing at the fact that you can’t get it back  

Cause it was never real  

It was always the looks  
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Never the love  

Always what you could take 

Never what you could give  

But now there is nothing left  

“Beauty is in the eye of the beholder”  

But beauty is not the only thing to behold  
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Jacob Minton 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

 

Jacob came from campfires 

From trail mix and spam 

I am from the shoes handed down in the closet 

(Worn, torn, coarse-feeling.) 

I am from amylomaize 

the corn fields whose yields whisper in the wind 

I'm from Kentucky's long summer days and appreciation. 

From Ammie Oliver and David Minton 

I’m from the farmers and pioneers 

From “Pick yourself up and brush yourself off” and “There's always someone worse off than 

you.” 

I'm from three hour church, the True Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints 

I'm from Mayfield and its farms 

Potato soup, and hashbrown casserole. 

From the time my uncle ran through the barn as a child, 

From the pitchfork that shredded through his flesh 

The education my grandfather discarded to provide for his family on the farm 

Generations throughout generations living on the walls 

My existence from them but without I would be nothing at all. 
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Seth Monk 

Amber Hipshire - Cherokee High School 

Papilio Palinurus 

Emerald wings reflect the moonlight,  

perching on the petal of a daisy,  

she peacefully drinks;  

beautiful and innocent she sips and sings,  

finding more than enough comfort in the shadow of the trees. 

 

The shimmering creature flutters from lilies of sorrow,  

to something less green. 

 

Away from the rushing rapids of the rivers, 

Away from the calm croaking creeks, 

Away from the vast oceans and the lies that they speak. 

Into the night, embracing the adventure, 

In search for daffodils,  

new life,  

or something less seen. 

Away from those that help her,  

and those that May bring, 

 

Dreams from afar, yet away she still flees.  

She lands on the hibiscus with new surprises of green,  

united with another set of emerald wings,  

that the moonlight makes gleam. 

 

They drink together from cyclamen with deep love,  

together in time and together in peace.  

Peace in each other,  

fluttering emerald wings reflecting the moonlight. 
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Kaitlyn Montemagno 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

“Fades Away” 

 

The love I hold so dear 

Slowly fades away 

 

Sorrow drowns out the rays 

As the sun dwindles away 

 

From the shore of the bay 

Stand to wave the boat away 

 

Wipe away the tears 

As the memories pass day by day 

 

Oh, the love I will forever hold so dear 

Slowly fades away 
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Meredith Moore 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

“The Determined Girl” 

 

Meredith 

Determined, caring, loving, and cautious  

Daughter of Bill and Lori  

Lover of God, truth, and family 

Who feels adventurous with friends, loved with family, and joyful about the future 

Who gives hope, love, and support 

Who fears lies, regret, and being unwanted  

Who has won Jamfest Nationals and UCA Internationals 

Who would like to see Paris, Thomas Rhett, and a bright future  

Who lives in the hills of Sevierville, Tennessee   

Moore 
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Valentino Morales 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

I Am Poem 

 

I am curious and tired 

I wonder if we will ever find purpose 

I hear Sisyphus’s boulder roll down his mountain 

I see him smile as he begins once more 

I want to sleep 

I am curious and tired 

 

I pretend to feel awake 

I feel like Sisyphus pushes himself too hard 

I touch the rough edges of the boulder 

I worry that my exhaustion hurts me 

I cry when my parents get mad at me for having to do so much homework 

I am curious and tired 

 

I understand this is a hard semester 

I say we might one day find purpose 

I dream that one day I’ll sleep well 

I try to finish my homework early 

I hope one day I won’t have homework 

I am curious and tired 
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Sydney Murdock 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

“Everlasting Ties:  

James Red” 

 

James Red,  

James Red, 

What is it that ye said?  

Blood Red,  

Blood Red, 

Splattered up and tattered. 

Was he hanged up or shattered? 

James Red, 

James Red’ 

Hung up on a hook in a ladder. 

Blood red, 

Blood Red, 

Ruby lips cracked and flatter. 

Hair cut only to get sadder. 

James Red,  

James Red, 

What is it that ye said? 

Crimson Said, 

Crimson Said, 

Red flowing from the head. 

Roses falling to the bed, 

With the spider-lilies filling the eyes. 

James Red,  

James Red, 

How much do you know? 

What is it that ye said? 
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Was he hanged up or shattered? 

Why did ye say what ye said? 

All cut up and bleeding beauty ruby red. 

How much must be said, 

For you to know all that is to know? 

Blood Red, 

Blood Red, 

All that is up in ye head.  
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Gabby Naillon 

Melinda Derrick - Sevier County High School 

Unlike Me and You 

 

Always there,  

Silent and steady against the sea 

Even as it threatens to swallow the world 

It looms o’er, treading on 

Ever quiet, ever there… 

 

The sky pales 

Thick dark clouds cluster overhead  

Sea gulls scatter 

Glittering fish scales disappear beneath the green and blue 

And the ocean begins to churn 

 

Rain sloshes down 

Drumming against the deck 

And battering the sails 

Everything is painted in the sky’s tears 

 But it is still there 

Waves crest over the ship 

Sweeping away anything it can with its sticky grip 

They ram into the hull 

Smashing into the whining wood just waiting for it to give  

Spindrift dashes into the air 

Marring it everything in its clutches with slick salt  

 But it is still there 

 

The rigging shudders 

Ropes groan as they draw taut  
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Buckle and pulleys: click, click, click 

As they strain against the ropes 

The coarse ropes twist 

Fibers break loose and  

Snap! 

Buckles sail through the air 

And bite into wood, splintering it 

Ropes whip around the ship  

Lashing into masts and tangling into yet more rigging 

But it is still there 

 

The sails billow in the wind 

White folds are thrashed against the mast and rigging 

The wind beats and claws at them 

Until finally, it tangles them  

They shudder one final time 

Before the wind rips them away  

To be carried off by the ocean, 

To be shredded to smithereens,  

Or to be sucked down into the deep green and blue swirling depths 

 But it is still there 

 

The ocean swells  

Singing in a crescendo with the rain 

The boat sways 

Struggling to dance above the waves 

Creaking and moaning  

The few dead below 

Sinking and atoning 

 But it is still there 
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The mast buckles 

Crashing to the deck with a final robust roar 

Tattered sails flutter, half-heartedly beneath 

Splintered rope and buckles slither into the deep 

As the ship tips and slips along the sea 

The air hums 

Thunder wails, lightening shrieks, wind screeches 

Reflected in the twisting pools of the deep 

While rain barrels down, down, down 

 But it is still there 

 

The ship is bounced above the waves before she bows for a final time 

 The wood moans as it splinters 

Popping, cracking 

Sea water swirls over her remains 

Swallowing every morsel there is to gain  

Before sucking her down in its brackish depths 

To rest with her crew in a final rest 

 But it is still there 

 

Silky white bones, 

Hidden under blue and green 

And surrounded by the fish of the sea, 

Sing the songs of the wretched, blessed, and mean 

But no one is there to hear them 

Except the gulls, the sky, and the sea 

Who keeps them under her cloak  

Hiding them you see 

 But it is still there 

 

Regardless of the sea or storm  
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It will continue  

The story of those brave few  

Who were sucked into the briny blue 

Because stories live forever 

Unlike me and you 
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Bryan Ortiz 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

 

Loving is easy 

When I’m with you 

Loving is easy 

It’s about time you knew 

 

I wish I could tell you 

But I am afraid 

Because without you 

My soul will surely fade 

 

My heart lies here 

Underneath the bitter cold 

It freezes like the winter 

It withers ninefold 

 

Drip drop splash! 

My tears would fall in the ash 

Shwish shoowsh wush! 

I would vanish with a single push 

 

From the first time around 

The only love I ever found 

I hope you will see 

That we are meant to be 

 

It all shines for you 

Every star in the sky 

You should know 
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My aching love will never die 

 

Neither sunset, nor sight 

Compares to your bright light 

Neither mountain, nor view 

Delights me more than you 

 

You have been broken 

Of this I know 

Blue patience and love 

To you I will show 

 

I’d treat you like a flower 

A flower in the Sun 

Because I’ve fallen in love 

And you are the one. 
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Chloe Owenby 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Eye Behind It All 

 

Focus, flash, snap, focus, flash, snap! 

The incredible ability to capture one moment in time 

Delete, edit, repeat, delete, edit, repeat 

One powerful moment, full of indescribable joy  

The next, showing the development of intense pain  

 

Focus, flash, snap, focus, flash, snap! 

The shutter sound grasps individuals’ attention  

Delete, edit, repeat, delete, edit, repeat 

Some include fake smiles others fantastic instants  

Captivating such grand emotion, with one simple click 

 

Focus, flash, snap, focus, flash, snap!  

The image is our livelihood and passion 

Delete, edit, repeat, delete, edit, repeat 

Hours upon hours, slaving over expensive equipment     

Always working to make a masterpiece from a blank screen 

 

 

Focus, flash, snap, focus, flash, snap!  

Passion is our key to a successful workday  

Delete, edit, repeat, delete, edit, repeat 

Frustrations occur often, when credit is not received 

We love every aspect of what we do to capture one spectacular memory. 
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Olivia Perry 

Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

IRDK 

I really don’t know 

Where this life is taking me. 

I suppose I’ll just enjoy the ride 

While there’s still time to be free. 

 

I really don’t know 

The journeys I will make. 

But I know wherever I go,  

It won’t be like a dream and I’ll be awake. 

 

I really don’t know 

Which path I’m meant to choose. 

But whichever one I pick won’t matter 

Because I will never lose. 

 

 As my journey continues  

And life moves on, 

I will be prepared to continue as well 

Through all the pros and cons.  
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Courtney Pierce  

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School  

Happiness  

 

Without you everything is dark 

Darker than the depths of the ocean  

Somedays you are forever around 

Somedays you are a stranger 

You can come and go and nobody will know 

You make everything lighter  

We try to rely on other people to find you 

But that will only end in our own demise  

We need to find you for ourselves  

And hold you tight throughout the night  

For you might not be here tomorrow  

Creating you can be challenging 

But once we get you all alone   

We will never let you go  

You are happiness  

And you are beautiful 
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Kalei Pyper 

Karin Orchard – Daniel Boone High School 

Grandma’s Kitchen 

 

❦ 

It smells like breakfast 

My favorite meal 

Pancake batter and eggs 

Messy countertops to clean later 

Her old-fashioned, farm-print aprons lined up neatly 

This is where all the love in the world is 

Grandma’s kitchen, my favorite place 

❦ 
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Koral Robinson 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

 

The Bluebird flies 

Flies through the morning pink sky 

As the children walk to school 

Down a two-lane country road 

 

The bird always squawks like it’s hurt 

It has a message for the kids 

Its squawks are not ones of physical pain 

But ones of fear and anguish 

 

For the bluebird knew  

What lay ahead for the children 

A bright red Ford  

Racing down the road 

 

Of course, it was early  

But no one could have seen 

The truck hurtling down the road 

The bird squawks louder… CRASH! 

 

The girl lets out a gut-wrenching scream 

For her brother has now been hit 

The man stumbles out of the car 

With the bottle within his grip 

 

He tries to make sense of what he has done 

But he is too intoxicated to do anything 

As the girl continues to cry 
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Almost imitating the squawk of the bluebird 

 

The boy is already gone 

Sadly, there was no help in sight 

The man was on his way to sneak back in  

To his home, with his wife 

 

The bluebird tried to warn them 

They were just innocent kids 

Trying to make it to school 

But the girl knew what she had to do 

 

The man got back into his truck 

Not a care in the world 

As the girl tried to run back home 

For there was no way she could… CRASH 
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Jordan Rodriguez 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

The Heart of a Wrestler 

 

Level-change, shoot, pick up, slam 

Heart starts racing, get up again. 

Level-change, shoot, pick up, slam 

Adrenaline rushing, sweat leaks down. 

Stepping on the mat is a difficult feat. 

Similar to the expression of one’s feelings. 

Both require the confidence for the need to succeed, 

But can also disable the ability to breathe. 

Throws, shots, breakdowns, escapes, 

wrestling inflicts physical pain. 

But no physical pain could ever compare, 

To the the way that a heart could tear. 

The vulnerability that both can cause 

The breaking of bones, the floods of sobs. 

Opening one’s heart could be difficult for a wrestler, 

When their instincts defend and attack a person getting closer. 

But the key is to let others in, 

Because their warmth surpasses the coldness of loneliness. 
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Maria Romines 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

 “Show You I Love You” 

 

I want to be your Band-Aid 

To protect you when you’re broken 

I want to be the one thing 

That can lift you up when you’re low and 

I want to do 

Everything I can to 

Show you I love you 

 

Like a lighthouse 

I want to guide you to safety 

Through your worst times 

I want to be there, baby 

I want to do  

Everything I can to 

Show you I love you 

 

Let me in 

Please, just let me in 

Hear me out 

Dear, listen now 

We’re okay 

We’re alright 

If not tonight 

Someday 

 

I’m here for you if you’ll 

Be there for me 
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Please, hold me tight 

And we’ll be alright 

I want to do 

Everything I can to 

Show you I love you 
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Lillian Rosenbalm 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School  

 

I am from coffee mugs, 

from Starbucks and Disney. 

I am from preparing myself for church on Sunday mornings; 

(loud, rushed, the sound of coffee brewing) 

I am from lilies. 

Their name and abundance of color resembles me. 

I’m from family reunions and ridicule. 

From Vernon and Emily. 

I’m from migraines and a sweet-tooth, 

from “Don’t talk back” and “Be on your best behavior.” 

I’m from Apostolic churches, worship from the deepest parts of the heart. 

I’m from Hamilton, Ohio; Watson and Rosenbalm. 

From homemade pizza and Reese Cups. 

I’m from the passing of my grandfather on September 11, 2017, 

the puppy we got for Christmas whose name derives from Pride And Prejudice. 

Pictures are put into albums and lined into neat rows on shelves, 

rows that hold memories in droves.  
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Alesha Shelton  

Lisa Darnell - Chuckey-Doak High School  

SHADOWS WE LEAVE 

 

Our Shadows we leave, as toward the light we proceed  

All contain the deeds, of the life that we have conceived. 

When we stop to look back, the shadows will contain all the  

Deeds of our life that we cannot hide. 

Some will be good and some will be bad, 

But altogether we will be left behind.  

One day the shadow will cease to be as at the  

End of life, we have achieved.  

Then the true test of life will be, did we leave good shadows  

For others to see? 
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Christopher Sloan 

Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

Just What I Need 

 

Awake at midnight 

With nothing to do 

I head downstairs 

And turn on the stove 

 

A package of Ramen 

A small steel pot 

And a hot stove 

Are just what I need 

 

The Ramen in my bowl 

My decent old headphones 

And Netflix on my phone 

Late at night 

Are just what I need 

To keep my mental health in sight 
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Abby Smith 

Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

Anxiety 

 

Too often it seems, I find it consuming me. 

This feeling of defeat, this feeling where both fear and melancholy meet. 

  My mind goes blank and my body starts to chill, my vision goes blurry as time 

approaches a standstill. It has stolen every last drop of my happiness and serenity. It is something 

I wouldn’t wish on my very worst enemy. 

Too often it seems, I find it consuming me, this wicked and twisted sickness we call anxiety.  
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Emerald VanNus 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

                                                    “The Leaf in Me” 

               

 Vibrant emerald green      are these veins that are in me, 

    but honey          if only you’d see,         

                           i’ve grown apart from my tree. 

          My skin is jagged now,        and i’m struggling to die off brown; 

       you caused this honey,                   so why don’t you just take a bow. 

     I’m falling through,       fluttering in this breeze 

          But all I have  

                                               left is true, 

         and it puts 

            me at ease. 

        When I face 

       the ground,  

     I just quietly  

          lie there, 

        my future  

       is not bound, 

    and helplessly,  

   i’ve lost my will to                    care. 
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Ashley Smith 

Kasey Ferguson - Hancock County High School 

Shadows in the Rain 

 

They pass us in the hallways 

They never speak or wave 

Maybe we’re just invisible 

Like shadows in the rain 

They talk to us when they have to 

They pretend to know the pain 

They think we don’t hear what they say 

But whoever notices the shadows in the rain? 

We try our best to please them 

We push for perfection every day 

Even at the point of breaking 

We remain lowly shadows in the rain 

We make it to college 

We get perfect grades 

No matter what we accomplish 

We remain shadows in the rain 

Maybe one day our shadows will shine 
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CindyAnne Strader 

Pamela Stoffle - Seymour High School 

 

Dandelion 

In a field of thorny roses, she was a dandelion 

She made my head soar, my heart was flying 

In her presence spring had sprung  

Unintentionally making hearts strung 

A dandelion so delicate and beautiful as her 

Adored by human nature for being beautifully blurred  

Though she was kind and caring  

Her beauty was unbearable  

She could not handle all that beauty herself  

That pretty dandelion of loneliness  

Too gorgeous to be cherished closely, the consequences of genetic wealth 

She died without a single kiss  

So when you see a dandelion, cherish it so 

Because you never know when and where and how it will go 
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Colin Suggs 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

“The One Who Couldn’t Come Up With a Good Title” 

 

Colin 

Caring, Ambitious, Sensitive, Carefree 

Son of Chris Suggs and Tiffany Cheek 

Lover of Leanne Beauregard, Splinter Bobo Suggs the Dog, Schwifty Cheek the Cat 

Who feels anxious for the future, happy about performing, and stressed about assignments 

Who gives motivation, support, and guidance 

Who fears loss of those who are close and being ignored 

Who has learned from having split families 

Who would like to see France, an actual panda bear, and an A in college 

Who lives in the town Sevierville, Tennessee 

Suggs 
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Molly Urse 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

Proud to be an Urse 

 

I am from the pot on the stove. 

From sauce and pasta. 

I am from the house full of family,  

wholesome, loving, fresh. 

I am from yeast,  

rising with certain ingredients. 

I am from family reunions and speaking loudly. 

From Mark Urse and Jenny Moore. 

I am from the family of entrepreneurs and doing it big. 

From “Stir the sauce” and “Mangia!” 

From the Catholic Church and believing in life after death. 

I’m from Columbus, Ohio and Italy. 

Making pizza and lasagna. 

From grandma piling too much food on my plate. 

From being Ohio State football fans, watching every game. 

From the family pictures spread throughout the house.  

I am from a proud, Italian, Urse family. 
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Brooke Whaley 

Kay Heck - Sevier County High School 

“The Girl Who Cares Too Much” 

 

Brooke 

Compassionate, persistent, loving, and sensible 

Daughter of Tammy and Johnny  

Lover of Jesus, cute puppies, and hiking 

Who feels happy around family, disgusted by frogs, and interested in physical therapy 

Who gives laughter, raw advice, and effort 

Who fears to fall off of a roller coaster  

Who would like to see the Maldives, Drake, and world peace 

Who lives in a cozy home in the middle of Pigeon Forge, Tennessee 

Whaley 
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Samuel Williamson 

Kristi Atchley - Sevier County High School 

The Hit That Ended It All 

 

My final snap of football didn’t end how I imagined.  

I imagined scoring and walking away a hero.  

Instead, I received a hit that would eliminate my career.  

All it took was one blow to alter my career forever.  

One explosion from a player that would end everything.  

Everything I fought tirelessly to achieve was so easily undermined through one swift movement. 

All I could interpret as I helplessly fell on the ground was, “It’s all over.”  

I was speared directly where the ribs split, condemning my football season, and ultimately, my 

career.  
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Scripts 

  

  

	

Art, freedom and creativity will change society faster than politics. 

 Victor Pinchuk 
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SCRIPT WINNER – Alex Hatton  
Andrea Ferraro – Cherokee High School 
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HONORABLE MENTION SCRIPTS - Abby Smith 
Karin Orchard - Daniel Boone High School 

Accidentally in Love 

Setting: An upscale restaurant in London 

Characters: 

Charlie: A dorkish yet charming young boy who has agreed to go on a blind date for 100 dollars 

cash from his friend. 

Alice:A socially awkward and clumsy young girl with a great sense of humor  

Henry: Charlie’s best friend who is very social and goofy 

Lucy: a young girl with a negative attitude towards everything and a huge ego. 

Jack: an arrogant and snotty young man who feels his opinion is the only one that matters 

VOICE: Narrator 

      Scene 1 

       (It is night time in the city of London and the city is jam packed with people rushing every 

which way.  A lit up sign that reads “Cafe Zoella” in neon green curly letters can be seen from 

every direction. Inside the cafe, a young girl named Alice is sitting at a back table alone waiting 

for her blind date to show up. Outside the front doors of the Cafe a young boy named Henry 

giving his best friend a pep talk before going in to meet Lucy, the girl he set him up with on a 

blind date.) 

      HENRY 

Just be yourself and she will love you! Crack a few jokes and give one of those side smiles and 

BAM! She will be your girl in no time! 

      CHARLIE 
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What world do you live in? If it was that easy don’t you think I would’ve at least had more than 

one girlfriend by this point?  

      HENRY 

It is that easy, you are just awkward and scare them all away!! (pointing at Charlie while 

laughing) 

      CHARLIE 

(Charlie nudges Henry in the shoulder and chuckles) 

 

Hey, not funny Henry! 

      HENRY 

Yeah yeah yeah just gooo!  

(Henry opens the door and shoves Charlie into the restaurant) 

 You got this dude!   

 (Charlie walks in and begins to scan the room for his date when Alice approaches him 

from behind and taps him on the shoulder) 

ALICE 

Um, excuse me sir? (nervously clearing throat) would you by any chance happen to be on a 

blind date? 

VOICE 

When Charlie turned around, he was instantly speechless. She was the most beautiful girl he had 

ever laid his eyes on, and wondered why someone so perfect could be single. 

ALICE 

Um, sir? Hello? Can you hear me? 
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CHARLIE 

Yes! I’m Charlie and I must say I have never done this before and I might be bad at this … well 

not might be.. will DEFINTATLY be very very bad at this! 

ALICE 

(smiles and begins to laugh) Well Charlie, my name is Alice and I’ll have you know I’ve never 

done this before either, but I think you are doing great so far! 

VOICE 

Charlie and Alice both smile at each other and begin to blush   

VOICE 

Both of them felt a happiness in their heart they had never felt before and they were led back to a 

table for two next to the window. After glancing through the menu, they both decided the only 

thing they could afford was a cup of coffee and began to laugh. 

CHARLIE 

For some reason I don’t feel awkward around you, I feel like I can be myself.. Or did I just made 

it awkward by saying that out loud? 

ALICE 

No! No! I feel the same way normally I just keep to myself, being social has never really been a 

strong point of mine. I usually keep my head in a book and try to avoid any form of 

communication. 

CHARLIE 

What? No way! You are a bookworm too? What’s your favorite book series? Mine is... 

VOICE 
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Charlie and Alice say “Harry Potter” in unison and begin to discover how much they have in 

common and that their sense of humor is practically identical 

      CHARLIE 

Alice, hold that thought all this laughing is making me have to pee, I’ll be right back… you 

better not go anywhere! 

      VOICE 

Alice laughs as she brushes her hair out of her eyes 

ALICE 

Ok, hurry back so we can enjoy this overpriced coffee ha-ha! 

ALICE 

As Charlie disappears around the corner, a tall man with dark hair and too much hair gel 

approaches her.  

      JACK 

Good evening, my name is Jack but I usually go by my middle name Charlie, short for Charles. I 

apologize for being late to our date, it takes time to look this handsome. 

VOICE 

Alice quickly realizes what has happened and that she is with the wrong Charlie. In that moment 

Alice would’ve done anything to keep talking to Charlie, so she did what she had to do… 

ALICE 

You must have the wrong person 

 

      JACK 

You’re not Alice? The hostess told me you were waiting for a blind date to show up 
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      ALICE 

I apologize, but you have mistaken me for someone else, now may I please drink my coffee in 

peace 

      VOICE 

Jack stormed off as just as he made his way out of the door Charlie returned to the table with a 

big smile on his face 

      CHARLIE 

Wow! I’m surprised you didn’t bail on me! 

      ALICE 

I wouldn’t dream of it! 

      VOICE 

Charlie grabs her hand on the table and kisses it … not paying attention Alice spills coffee on her 

dress and runs to the bathroom to scrub the stain. Just as Alice clears the corner for the restroom 

a young blonde woman with a failed nose job approaches Charlie 

      LUCY 

Sorry I’m late darling, I knew you’d wait on me anyways… the hostess tells me you’re here for a 

blind date correct? I’m Lucy Allyson but I go by Alice. 

      CHARLIE 

Um, well unfortunately I’m not waiting on a blind date Lucille, I’m here with my girlfriend 

       

VOICE 

With a confused look and a hair flip, Lucy makes her way out of the restaurant just as Alice 

returns to the table. Charlie and Alice spent the rest of the night laughing and talking until the 
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restaurant closed. Both secretly relieved they managed to keep each other from blind-dating the 

right person. 
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